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Editorial
Edward Klempka
Yet again we have had to hold
over articles to the next
journal, but please continue to
supply articles for publication.
Today is the first cold day of
the approaching winter and
activities move from the
garden to the study – this
allows me to put the finishing
touches to our new journal.
The society remains strong
and I am encouraged by the
number of people submitting
articles for publication —
thank you all.

The production of journal
would not have happened
without the superb support
from Caroline – CAROLINE
THANK YOU WE
APPRECIATE YOUR INPUT.
This year will see the
publication of a
page book
on Batum under Occupation
9 - . It and subsequent
books will be produced

because of the kind
sponsorship by David Feldman
SA. Other titles currently
under preparation are the
writings and notes of Dr
Raymond Casey and Georgia
9 - . Further publications
are under consideration,
Armenia 9 - , Azerbaijan
9 - and the Russian Civil
War. Long may it continue.
Edward Klempka
EDITOR
(editor@bsrp.org)
November
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PRESIDENT
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president@bsrp.org
SECRETARY/TREASURER
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treasurer@bsrp.org
EDITOR
Edward Klempka
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BSRP London Annual Meeting
15 October

Exhibitors
Thomas Berger

Crimea 9

Hans Grigoleit

Georgian Fiscal and Revenue Stamps
(plus a few from Batum, Armenia and
Azerbaijan)

Trevor Pateman

Highlights of Early Bolshevik Postal
History

Charles Leonard

The Finland Steamship Company

Bernard Furnon

Zemstvo Rarities (Gold Medal Exhibit)

Terry Page

A Zemstvo Pot Pourri (including my
Black Museum!)

Visitors
Mrs Grundmann
Mrs Grigoleit
Robin Calvert
Roger Castle
Haig Gulvanessian
Neil Ritchie
Lenard Tiller
Alexander Ivanov

– 9

Wilhelm Grundmann Mongolia 1878-1939
(Russian, Chinese and Mongolian post
offices)
Robin Joseph

Further Problems in the Postal History of
the Russian Area

“In philatelic terms, this
was one of the best
meetings.”
Terry Page
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1899 Labels
Noel Warr

Russia did not employ labels to
denote registered post until
, when the so-called
primitive labels were
introduced. These
labels
did not meet UPU regulations
and were replaced from
on by the familiar “Z”
(Zakaznoe) and “R”
(Recommandé) labels, the
former for internal post, the
latter for external. This short
piece will detail four
labels that appear to be of
particular interest.
Ekaterinoslav to Paris.
Ekaterinoslav/Gorod/Pocht.
Otd., IX - ; Paris Oct.
. With dotted “R” in circle
and label — “Ekaterinoslav/
(Bryansk. Zavod)” (factory),
(Fig. ).
The envelope is headed
(transl.) “Bryansk Company
Ltd. Alexander Metallurgical
Factories at Ekaterinoslav”.
The unusual aspect of this
cover is that although the
registration number is printed
the “Ekaterinoslav/Bryansk
Zavod” is rubber-stamped.
According to K&R (Kiryushkin
& Robinson: List of Post
Offices in the Russian Empire)
there was no post office for the
Bryansk Zavod, hence the
discrepancy between the label
and the postmark (Fig. ).
The Nicholas Railway
connected St Petersburg with
Moscow; it was constructed
during the reign of Nicholas I,
hence the name, and was

Fig. 1

Moscou.
Qare du chemio de fer .Nicolas J.

Fig. 2

opened in
, the first
railway in Russia. The
terminus buildings in both
cities were identical, although
the St Petersburg one
subsequently was extended at
either side (Fig. ).
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The sole
cover seen so far
for the Moscow station is one
to Nice dated
November,
nd train. It has a St
Petersburg Eksp mark,
Dec; there is an unclear transit
mark and a Nice arrival of
Dec. Registration is further
denoted by the dotted “R” in
circle mark. The label is
typical of the majority of
labels, being the town name
and registration number
printed in black on a plain
white, imperforate slip with
frame line (often cut off) — in
this instance Moscow Nik. Zh.
D.
(Fig. ).
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Fig. 3

B&P (Baillie & Peel: St
Petersburg The Imperial Post
– its postmarks and other
postal markings 1
-191 )
record two covers only for St
Petersburg, with a further two
noted as having been seen but
no details available: the two
recorded are B&P E pp
- .
A further cover can now be
shown — St Petersburg to
Helsingfors: S. Peterburg
Nikol. (II) Zhel. D.
Jan
; S. Peterburg Eksp. and
Eksp.
; Helsingfors
II . There is a rubberstamped “Zakaznoe” and the
label “SPBurg Nik. Zh. D.” 466
(Fig. ).

.

,:2/

Fig. 4
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B&P also list at Ref. E one
cover for the St Petersburg
Warsaw station. Another
cover can now be recorded —
St Petersburg to Riga:
S. Peterburg Varsh. (II) Zhel.
D. IV - ; Riga lV - ;
label “SPBurg Var. Zh. D.” 619
(Fig. ).
What is surprising is that with
these three very busy stations
so few covers have been
reported; there must be many
others, quite possibly
languishing unrecorded or
disregarded in various
collections and it is to be
hoped that this short piece will
flush some of them out. What
is also surprising is that none
of the other Moscow and St
Petersburg stations in
operation in
appear to
have registered covers extant.

~
' cJIBypr1>

~

Fig. 5

THE BRITISH SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY
When you join the BSRP you become a member of a
world-wide community of philatelists who collect and
study the stamps and postal history of the Russian
philatelic area. Whether you are a stamp collector or
an enthusiast with a specific interest in any of the
specialist fields, you will find the Society invaluable,
both as a resource for seeking information and a
platform for contact with like-minded collectors.
www.bsrp.org
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Forgeries of the Lenin Mourning Issue of 1924
John R. Iacovino

The comprehensive philatelic
literature in the online archives
of the British Journal of
Russian Philately (BJRP) can
enhance one’s collecting
interests.
Previously, my two references
on forgeries of the Lenin
mourning issue were both by
R. Sklarevski in the Journal of
the Rossica Society of Russian
Philately, issues 67 [1] and
90-91.[2]
Recently, while reviewing the
BJRP archives, issue 40
featured a special subject
comprising four articles on the
Lenin mourning stamps.[3]
The fourth of these, by IrmannJacobsen “The Barry
Collection”, discussed the
forgeries.[4] In the following
issue, 41, the BJRP featured a
brief article entitled “1924 Lenin
Mourning Issue — Forgery”.[5]

The purpose of this article is to
present a cohesive, descriptive
classification of the forgeries
with accompanying scans to
assist the collector in
differentiating genuine from
forgery and the three types of
forgeries.
For subsequent descriptive
comparisons I have shown a
genuine stamp Type II (Fig. 1).
The height of the printed area
on genuine stamps measures:
Type I, twenty-five, Type II,
twenty-six and Type III, twentysix and one half millimetres. In
all three genuine printings the
height of the black Lenin
portrait tablet measures the
same — eighteen and one half
millimetres.

This issue is highly collectable
but I would estimate at least
fifteen per cent of all offerings
on eBay and in dealers’ stocks
are forgeries. The collector
must be able to discern the
genuine from the forgery.
There are discrepancies in
classification and descriptions
among the articles.
Additionally, they were
published before the availability
of high resolution colour
scanning, thus reproductions of
the forgeries are less than
optimal for accurate, visual
identification of the three types.

Fig. 1: Genuine — Type II
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The consensus is that there are
three forgeries, Types I, II and
III. All are imperforate and
have a round “O” in “KOP”.
Type I (Fig. 2) is printed on
very white paper with thin,
white gum. The distinctive
visual identification of this
forgery is the configuration of
the left ear. Whereas the
genuine ear is composed of
fine lines the forgery ear is
heavy and appears similar to a
bold check mark. The height
of printed stamp is twenty-six
millimetres; the black tablet
with Lenin’s portrait measures
eighteen and one half
millimetres. Both
measurements are the same as
the Type II genuine and Type
III forgery stamps. However
the distance between the black
value and portrait tablets is
slightly narrower compared to
the Type III forgery. Most
Type I forgeries have very wide
margins leading to the
suspicion they were printed
individually. Misregistration
of the red and black printing is
not uncommon.
Type II (Fig. 3) has a left ear
similar to but far less fine than
the original. The height of the
printed area is twenty eight to
twenty eight and one quarter
millimetres. The portrait
tablet height is nineteen and
one-half millimetres. These
heights immediately
distinguish the Type II forgery
from any genuine issue or
other forgery. As with the
Type I, misregistration of the
red and black is occasionally
seen.

Fig. 2: Forgery — Type I

Fig. 3: Forgery — Type II
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Type III (Fig. 4) the paper
tends to be off-white with the
black printing having scattered
white spots and the red border
slightly irregular. The left ear
is different from either Type I
or Type II forgeries. The
height of the printed area is
twenty six millimetres and the
portrait tablet height is
eighteen and one half
millimetres. The distance
between the two black tablets
is slightly wider than the Type
I forgery. Type III appears to
be the least common forgery.
Sklarevski notes Type III to be
ungummmed however I have
both gummed and ungummed
copies. Gum is an unreliable
identifying characteristic; one
cannot distinguish a soaked
stamp from an original,
ungummed stamp.

Fig. 4: Forgery — Type III

References
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Regional Postal History of Ukraine 1917-1921: Podolia and Volhynia — Part I
Thomas Berger (Bern) and Alexander Epstein (Tallinn)

In a series of articles we will
try to describe the postal
history not of Ukraine in its
entirety,[1] but of parts with a
common political and military
background and history. We
started this “regional” effort by
selecting Kharkov and
Ekaterinoslav gubernii as
examples of Ukrainian lands
characterised by a large ethnic
Russian community and a
relatively high degree of
industrialisation.[2,3] The
Kherson guberniya with its
most important city Odessa
was chosen as an example of
an area with a “typical”
sequence of Ukrainian, Red
and White administrations.[4,5]
In this article, we will present
the “regional” postal history of
Podolia and Volhynia as parts
of the country with strong
support for the idea of
Ukrainian independence.
In future issues, we will
present the “regional” postal
history of Kiev, Chernigov and
Poltava as the central and
north-eastern parts of the
country, which also have a
rather complicated history.
The period studied lasts from
the declaration of Ukrainian
autonomy in November 1917
until August 1921, when the
Soviet postage-free system was
abandoned. We hope that this
“regional” approach will help
the reader to understand
better the fascinating postal
history of Ukraine.
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For discussion of the calendar
changes in the period under
study see our previous articles.
[2] Dates in this article are
given in both O.S/N.S. up to
1/14 February 1918 and in N.S.
as from 1 February. The
captions of the illustrations
give the dates as on the
datestamps.
I.

7/20 November 1917:
Proclamation of
autonomy of the
Ukrainian National
Republic (У
ь
Н
Р
у
;
UNR) by the Central
Rada, still being in a
federative union with
Russia.

As already discussed in our
previous articles [2] we have
chosen the declaration of
autonomy in the third
Universal of the Central
Ukrainian Rada on 7/20
November 1917 as the starting
point for our article.

The declaration of autonomy
had no effect on the postal
history of the country. There
were no changes with regard to
the stamps and postmarks
used or the rates and postal
procedures in force until 14/27
January 1918 (Fig. PH1).
II. 9/22 January 1918:
Proclamation of
independence of the
UNR by the Central
Rada.
The declaration of Ukrainian
autonomy led to the
consecutive proclamation of
regional Soviet republics in the
southern and south-eastern
regions of Ukraine.[2,4] As a
reaction to the foundation of
these Soviet republics and the
advance of Red troops deep
into central Ukraine the
independence of Ukraine was
declared and the first Treaty of
Brest-Litovsk between Ukraine
and the Central Powers was
signed on 27 Jan./9 Feb. 1918.
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Just after the proclamation of
independence of the UNR, the
Red troops under Colonel
Murav’ev occupied Kiev. The
UNR Government escaped to
the West followed by the Reds,
frequently changing its
location, while the Reds with
the help of front units which
took their side occupied some
areas of Volhynia and Podolia
gubernii. However, because of
demoralisation among the Red
troops which deserted from
their units in large numbers,
the UNR troops succeeded in
keeping considerable parts of
Volhynia. Such a state of
affairs continued until the
beginning of German and
Austrian occupation of
Ukraine.
On 15/28 January 1918 the
postage rates were changed,
leading for the first time to
different tariffs in UNRcontrolled and Sovietcontrolled areas (Fig. PH2).
However we do not have a lot
of evidence as to postal
matters in this period in the
form of covers and postcards.
III. In contrast to the
Ekaterinoslav/
Kharkov and Kherson
gubernii, in the
Podolia and Volhynia
gubernii there was
never anything like the
foundation of a Soviet
republic.

Fig. PH1:
Postal stationery card
8.1.1918 Vinnitsa
Podolia to Barcelona
Spain, 8 kop.
Kerensky rate abroad
of 1.9.17 underpaid by
1 kop. but not
surcharged.
Censorship of Kiev
Military District.

Fig. PH2:
Postal stationery card
31.1.1918 Vinnitsa
Podolia to Lavrov
Volhynia, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.

nOLJ "ORA5l KA

r

Fig. PH3:
Registered cover
25.2.1918 KamenetsPodolski to
Novocherkassk, Don
Oblast, arrival
datestamp 4.5.1918,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
The cover was
despatched a day
before or on the same
day of occupation of
Kamenets-Podolski
and probably stayed
there until the
complete occupation
of Ukraine by Central
Powers forces.
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IV. February to April and
later to November
1918: Occupation of
Ukraine by German
and Austrian troops
following the treaty of
Brest-Litovsk between
the UNR and the
Central Powers.
Zhytomir Volhynia is
occupied on 24
February 1918,
Vinnitsa Podolia in the
first days of March
1918.
After the first Treaty of BrestLitovsk between Ukraine and
the Central Powers on 27
January/9 February 1918 the
new allies of the UNR started
on 18 February to occupy the
whole of Ukraine, starting
from the old front positions in
Western Volhynia, Galicia and
Romania. The most western
parts Podolia and Volhynia
were occupied at the beginning
of this operation. After
occupation of the whole
country, on 29 April 1918 the
socialist UNR government was
replaced by the Ukrainian
nationalist hetmanate led by
Pavlo Skoropadsky (Ukrainian
State, Ук ї
к
,
UD) during a coup d'état
backed by the Germans. The
Skoropadsky regime was
stable until the Armistice of
11 November 1918.
The period from April to
November 1918 was
characterised by a relative
stability in Ukraine due to the
presence of German and
Austrian troops, at least, as
concerns the postal service.
However, the philately of these

months is multifaceted with
events characterising the
philately of independent
Ukraine. One has to name
here especially the issue of the
first Ukrainian stamps, the
Shahiv issue (Figs. PH17,
PH19, PH23, PH26, PH27,
PH31, PH39, PH42), and the
“nationalisation” of Russian
stamps and postal stationery
cards with “Trident”
overprints (Figs. PH13, PH18,
PH20-PH26, PH28-PH42)
accomplished mainly at the
post/telegraph offices of the
guberniya centres. However,
the mail could be franked with
the imperial stamps without
the trident overprint up to the
end of September 1918 (Figs.
PH3-PH7, PH10-PH12, PH14,
PH16, PH19, PH22). The
Podolia and Volhynia gubernii
were supplied with
overprinted stamps and
stationery from Zhmerinka or
Zhitomir and Kiev,
respectively, although trident
issues made in other provinces
could be and were sometimes
used as well (Fig. PH26).
According to an official
document, only the stamps
with trident overprints were
valid for franking as from
1 October.[6] However, the
available material shows that
their use actually began a little
earlier (Figs. PH20, PH22PH23). Postal savings stamps
could be used in addition,
being officially equal to the
postage stamps (Figs. PH8,
PH12, PH15-PH16, PH22,
PH27).

Until November 1918 there
were no changes in postmarks
or rates, thus the UNR rates of
15 January 1918 stayed in force
all the time (Fig. PH3). In the
summer of 1918 postal
connections abroad were reestablished for shorter or
longer periods, at least with
Central Powers countries and
areas occupied by them as well
as with Soviet Russia. All mail
abroad was prepaid according
to the inland rates of Ukraine
(Figs. PH5, PH11, PH13, PH18
-PH19, PH21, PH24, PH30).

The postal history of these
months, in contrary, was
characterised by continuity.
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Fig. PH4:
Registered postal
stationery card
11.4.1918 Proskurov
Podolia to Lubny
Poltava,
10 + 25 = 35 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.

Fig. PH5:
Postal stationery card
18.5.1918 Rashkov
Podolia to Rzeszov,
Galicia Austria.
Examined by the
Austrian military
censorship in Vienna.
Despatched prior to
the official opening of
mail exchange with
Austria-Hungary.
Probably delivered
through the Austrian
Field Post if not
delayed.
Fig. PH6:
Registered cover
15.5.1918 RakhnyLesovye Podolia to the
Imperial German
consulate in Kiev,
arrival 8.6.1918,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
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There exists in our collections
a small archive of registered
covers to the German
consulate in Kiev, all sent
between May and August 1918
at the 50 kop. rate using pretrident Imperial Arms
definitives. Figs. PH7a to
PH7e give an overview of the
different datestamps and
labels used on these covers.
Since either time in 1918, a
shortage of the registration
labels led to handwritten
registration numbers on the
covers (Figs. PH4, PH6, PH8,
PH13, PH30, PH33, PH35).

Fig. PH7a:
Vinnitsa Podolia
27.6.1918

Bmrmm.a
llo~. e

Fig. PH7b:
Rozhishche Volhynia
15.7.1918

M 198
POHCll~e

Fig. PH7c:
Kutuzovo Volhynia
18.7.1918

Fig. PH7d:
Kazatin Vokzal
Podolia
24.7.1918
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Fig. PH7e:
Olgopol Podolia
20.8.1918
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Kaaanun, n. o.

Fig. PH8:
Registered cover
9.7.1918 Balta Podolia
to Peschana Podolia,
arrival 19.7.1918,
returned to sender in
Balta, arrival
25.7.1919,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Use of postal savings
stamps instead of
definitives. The cover
was returned to Balta
because of the expiry
of the storage term
and the addressee’s
failure to appear.

Fig. PH9:
Formular postcard
28.7.1918 Korets
Volhynia to Novograd
Volhynsk, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Use of two revenue
stamps, often seen on
correspondence
between Korets and
Novograd (but see Fig.
PH 39). However the
“Korets a” datestamps
differ on these both
covers.
Fig. PH10:
Formular postcard
5.8.1918 Romanov
Volhynia to Kiev, 10
kop. UNR rate of
15.1.18.
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Fig. PH11:
Picture postcard
7.8.1918 Volochisk
Vokzal Volhynia to
Brandeis am Adler
Bohemia, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Use of the inland rate
for mail abroad.
Vienna censorship.

Fig. PH12:
r--_,,..---.:- . 17
Postal stationery card
rl O lf TO B.\ 7
23.8.1918 Gorodovichi
·,,
Volhynia to NovogradVolhynsk, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.

i KA-.·_
!,_..,,1.C J.,1,

Mixed franking of
Imperial arms
definitives and postal
savings stamp.

Fig. PH13:
Postal stationery card
23.8.1918 Kremenets
Volhynia to
Philadelphia, USA
with Moscow transit
and censor marks, no
arrival mark, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Use of a tridentoverprinted stationery
card issued at the
beginning of July
1918. Postal relations
with Russia had been
possible since
20.8.1918 but it is not
sure that this item
reached its destination
in Philadelphia.
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Fig. PH14:
Registered cover
23.8.1918 Vinnitsa
Podolia to Kamenets
Podolski,
3*25 + 25 = 100 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18
(3rd weight step).

Fig. PH15:
Postcard despatched
28.8.1918 on the
Kamenets Pod. 232
Shepetovka TPO to
Novograd-Volhynski,
10 kop. UNR rate of
15.1.18.
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Fig. PH16:
Cover 31.8.1918
Romanov Volhynia to
Novograd-Volhynski,
25 kop. UNR rate of
15.1.18.
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Fig. PH17:
Local registered cover
31.8.1918 within
Ostrog Volhynia,
20 + 25 = 45 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Use of Ukrainian
Shahiv stamps issued
in July.
Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig. PH18:
Postal stationery card
2.9.1918 Dunajevtsi
Podolia to POW camp
in Gütersloh,
Germany, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
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Fig. PH19:
Registered cover
8.9.1918 Lutsk Podolia
to Moscow, arrival
21.3.1919,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
There were several
interruptions in postal
communications with
Russia; the last time it
happened was on 8
October.
Consequently the
letter was delivered,
probably, after the
establishment of
Soviet power in
Ukraine.
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Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig. PH20:
Registered cover
10.9.1918 Dunajevtsy
Podolia to Novograd
Volhynia,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig. PH21:
Postal stationery card
10.9.1918 Tulchin
Podolia to POW camp
in Gütersloh, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Blue trident overprint.
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Fig. PH22:
Postal stationery card
20.9.1918 Yampol
Podolia to Kiev, 10
kop. UNR rate of
15.1.18.

nOLITOBA5l KAPTOL!H

~

Combined use of nonoverprinted stationery,
trident-overprinted
definitive and postal
savings stamp.

1)1~ ;

Fig. PH23:
Cover 27.9.1918
Rybnitsa Podolia to
Nikolaev Kherson
guberniya, 25 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Combined use of
trident-overprinted
definitive and Shahiv
stamp.

. t

Fig. PH24:
Postal stationery card
30.9.1918 Kamenets
Podolski to Warsaw,
10 kop. UNR rate of
15.1.18. German
censorship and
Warsaw local 10
pfennig cachet.

Trident-overprinted stationery
and definitives could be used
from their issue in July and
early August 1918,
respectively. However, from
1.10.1918 it was compulsory to
use only trident-overprinted
stationery and definitives as
non-overprinted ones were
demonetised.

Fig PH25 :
Cover 3.10.1918
Chernevtsy Podolia to
Smila Kiev guberniya,
25 kop. UNR rate of
15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.
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Fig. PH26:
Registered cover
5.10.1918 Ostrog
Podolia to Nikitovka
Ekaterinoslav gub.,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Combined use of
Shahiv definitives and
two Arms definitives
with Trident
overprints.

Fig. PH27:
Cover 7.10.1918
Vinnitsa Podolia to
Kiev,
4*25 + 25 = 100 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18
(4th weight step).
Rare combined use of
Shahiv definitives and
postal savings stamps.
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Fig. PH28:
Registered cover
7.10.1918 VinnitsaZabush’e Podolia to
Novograd-Volhynsk,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.

\

i."n

Fig. PH29:
Registered cover
10.10.1918 Ladyzhin
Podolia to KamenetsPodolski,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.
.......ie. , 11

'I

Fig. PH30:
Postal stationery card
11.10.1918 Proskurov
Podolia to Grodno
guberniya occupied by
Germans (Postgebiet
Ober-Ost), 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18,
German military
censorship in Vilno.
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Fig. PH31:
Registered cover
14.10.1918 Ostrog
Volhynia to Enakievo
Ekaterinoslav gub.,
four stamps cancelled
upon arrival on
18.10.1918,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Combined use of
Shahiv definitives and
trident overprinted
definitives of Kiev.
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Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig. PH32:
Registered cover
17.10.1918 Vinnitsa
Podolia to Kiev,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.

17 . 10.18 .

im Paar ll:eklebt

Ex Zelonka collection.

\

die sehr seltene 5 Kop . 1m ez . T
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Fig. PH33:
Registered cover
18.10.1918
Voronovitsa Podolia to
Vinnitsa ,
2*25 + 25 = 75 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18
(2nd weight step).

Fig. PH34:
Registered cover
25.10.1918 Vinnitsa
Podolia to Obodovka,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.
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Fig. PH35:
Registered cover
26.10.1918
Krasnoselka Podolia to
Trostyanets,
25 + 25 = 50 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig. PH36:
Local registered cover
31.10.1918 within
Kamenets Podolski,
20 + 25 = 45 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
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Fig. PH37:
Postal stationery card
1.11.1918 Medzhibozh
Podolia to Polonnoe
Volhynia, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
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Fig. PH38:
Postal stationery card
1.11.1918 Nemirov
Podolia to NovogradVolhynsk, 10 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
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Fig. PH39:
Cover 3.11.1918 Korets
Volhynia to Novograd
Volhynsk, 25 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Combined use of Arms
definitive with Kiev
Trident overprint and
Shahiv definitive.
Correspondence from
Korets is found
directed exclusively to
Novograd and it is
often franked with
revenue stamps (see
Fig. PH9). This may
reflect the philatelic
nature of these postal
items or a temporary
lack of definitives.
Ex Zelonka collection.

Fig. PH40:
Printed matter banderol 7.11.1918
Kamenets-Podolski to
Vinnitsa, 15 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.
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Part II in the next issue of the
BJRP will deal with the
changes in the period
November 1918 to 1921 and it
will summarise the
peculiarities of postal history
in the Podolia and Volhynia
gubernii.
This article was also printed in
German in the Deutsche
Zeitschrift für RusslandPhilatelie (DZRP) 103 (2015)
pp. 4-14 and in Russian
language in the journal RUS 10
(2015), pp. 44-67.

Fig. PH41:
Registered cover
11.11.1918 Kalinovka
Podolia to Vinnitsa,
2*25 + 25 = 75 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Ex Zelonka collection.

L t1 lt? '

Fig. PH42:
Cover 14.11.1918
Shabokrich Podolia to
Vinnitsa, 25 kop.
UNR rate of 15.1.18.
Last day of this rate.

Bank:briet SchAbOk.r tsch- Winn za
111.t 5 Kop . gez . PAU f u . JO SchRhiw .

Ex Zelonka collection
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The “EZGB” Watermark on Russian Postage Stamps
Ing. Alois Vávra, CSc.

Dear Readers
Kindly allow me to introduce
myself: Alois Vávra,
years
old, long-term member of the
Union of Czech Philatelists.
I may already be familiar to
some of you. Two of my
articles have been published in
your journal, brought to you by
Mr Simon Horecký.
Today I am offering you a new
article on the EZGB watermark
on Russian postage stamps.

The watermark is impressed
into the paper while it is still
wet in the paper-making
machine by means of a special
roller – the “dandy roll”.
The orientation of the
watermark throughout the
length of the paper produced
does not vary. Differences in
the orientation of the
watermark on the postage
stamps printed arise from the
different ways in which the
watermarked paper is cut into
rectangular sheets for printing
purposes, and the different
ways in which these sheets
may be fed into the printing
machines.
The watermarked paper may
be cut into rectangular sheets
transversely or along its length
- resulting in two possible
watermark orientations on the
stamps.

Fig. : The Э З
watermark.[ ]

(E Z G B)

EZGB are the initials of
Ekspeditsiya Zagotovleniya
Gosudarstvennykh Bumag
(Э
яЗ
я
Г
Б
in
Cyrillic) = Department for the
Preparation of State Papers
(Forwarding Department of
the State Securities Printing
Works).

The rectangular sheets may be
rotated by ° so as to be fed
into the printing machine
along their longer side –
another two possible
orientations.
Finally, the rectangular sheet
may be inverted – the last two
possible orientations.

However, if the watermark is
in some way symmetrical, the
number of possible
orientations is theoretically
reduced:
p=

-s,

where p is the theoretically
possible number of watermark
orientations and s is the
number of axes of symmetry of
the watermark. When the
watermark has no symmetrical
axis, but has a centre of
symmetry, then
s=
but if there is no symmetry at
all, then
s=
An overview of Russian and
Soviet watermarks and their
possible orientations is given
in Table .
The EZGB watermark occurs
in all eight possible
orientations, but all the
catalogues known to me
distinguish only two
orientations: horizontal
(“
я ” — “horizontally laid
paper”) and vertical. Each of
these two orientations has four
variations (Fig. ) .

Therefore there are eight
theoretically possible
watermark orientations in
total:
p=

x

x

=

=

Fig. : The eight theoretically
possible orientations of the EZGB
watermark (the letter ).
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Such an approach is not
unknown in philately. For
example, the Czechoslovak
Pofis catalogue [ ] mentions
and values all eight
orientations of the “lime
leaves” watermark (Fig. ).
This gives us an opportunity to
expand our specialisation into
Russian postage stamps!

T. G. MASARYK
TJsk z rytiny

·

I, typ
velikost 191/, x23 mm
(prusvitky svisl! 1-4)
1925, Vyplatni znamky s portretem jako u znamek
187-189. Aut. M. Svabinsky. Ryt. J. Goldschmied. Ocelotisk z plochych poocelenych galvan.
Zoubkovani i'adkove 13 ¾,

c.

Stlnovane ruipisy a cislice na vodorovne
vanem podklade.
190 I.
191 I.
192 I.
193 I.

lKc
2Kc
3Kc
5Kc

carko-

karmfnovl cervena . . . . . . . . . . . . . 600,- 20,modra . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 800,- 80,hneda ......................... 1soo,- 80,modrozelena . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20,5,c. 190 I. -193 I. , fada (4) ........ 2920,- 185,1

Svisl~
pnisvitky
1-4

3

2

4

~~~ rJY xl~
. B ~
- Q:

190 I,
191 I.
192 I,
193 I.

lKI!
2KI!
3KI!
SKI!

.....
I •
■

•

•

• •

t, I

• • t

I

I

•

600,- 20~-1 600,- 20,- 700,- 20,- 600,-20,800,- 80,- 800,- 80,- 850,- 80,- 800,-80,1500,- 80,- 2500,- 120,- 7000,-200,- 1500,-80,20,- s,- 1 20,- 5,- 20,- 5,-1 25,- 5,-

5

Vodorovne
prusvitky
5-8

6

~·~
.,
~
✓/.\ ~
~

190 I . lKc
191 I . 2Kc
192 I. 3Kc
193 I. 5Kc

7

~

'

8

H

~

.... 6,- - ,50 6,--,50 6,- - ,50 6,- -,50
. . .. 14,- 1,- 14,- 1,- 14,- 1,- 14,- 1,.... 35,- 3 - 35,- 3,- 35,- 3,- 35,- 3,'
. . .. 10,- 2,10,- 2,- 10,- 2,- 10,- 2,-

Fig.
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Determining the correct
orientation of the watermark
on a stamp may be more
difficult, because it is
necessary for at least part of a
watermark letter to be
identifiable on the stamp, but
not every stamp shows this. In
fact the letters are not present
in all of the “windows” in the
wavy lines: seven empty spaces
occur in one desirable
“window” (Fig. ) which is
only . % of the area of the
sheet.

I invited Russian philatelists to
cooperate.[ ] At the same time
I invited Czech and Slovak
philatelists [ ] and made the
same suggestion to German
philatelists.[ ]

monetary units (= € [ ]),
the same stamp with only a
part of a letter at
units
and with almost a whole letter
at ,
monetary units!
This is not a problem with
common postage stamps as
each collector acquires many
of them in the course of time,
but it is more complicated with
rare and valuable postage
stamps, of which a philatelist
may have only a few copies.
The task obviously cannot be
solved by one person. A
number of collectors should
take part in the research; in
this way the number of stamps
available for study will be
larger.

I hope our British friends will
accept this article as an
invitation to participate.
If the Russian philatelists
accept the role of coordinators,
we will all help them with our
findings.
The template
To make the search for the
watermark orientations easier
and free from errors I have
suggested a template (Fig. ).
Its size corresponds exactly
with the watermark
dimensions.

In an article written at the
request of the journal
Vodyanoi Znak (Watermark)
published by GOZNAK,

Yl ~y

Fig. : The EZGB watermark on
the printed sheet. From [ ]

The percentage of usable
postage stamps will be even
lower, especially for the smallformat stamps. Such a stamp
being in a suitable “window”
may not show a large enough
part of a letter to distinguish it.
Therefore postage stamps
with watermark letters are
highly regarded according to
how much of a letter they
have. For example Maiorov [
values the ordinary k
Russian postage stamp of
(Michel x) at
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You can make the template by
simply scanning Fig. exactly
as it is, then printing it on a
transparent material (tracing
paper, celluloid, PVC… ),
ensuring that the width is
exactly cm with Y on top.

Fig.

How to use it?
. Place the stamp face down
on a black surface. If the
watermark is not visible, try
Step .
. Put the stamp face up in a
scanner and scan it against
a black background. Then
adjust the scan in the PC
using the “brightness” and
“contrast” controls to make
the watermark as clearly
visible as possible. At the
same time the “width-toheight” ratio must be fixed
and the scale must be
exactly
%. This is how I
obtained the illustrations of
watermarks shown in
Fig. .
. Place the template on the
stamp (step ) or the scan
(step ). By inverting the
template and turning it
through
degrees find the
precise alignment with the
watermark. Its orientation
may be read at the top of
the template on the left (not
the mirror-image on the
right). So the watermark
letter “ ” on the second
stamp in Fig. is in the
orientation Y (Fig. ).
It is not important which
letter is used for examining
the watermark (the left
halves of the letters Э and ,
and also and are very

YJ
--

r.y

,

A1f LA
Fig.

similar and therefore can
easily be confused), but
what its orientation is.
. The orientation found is
then entered in Table ,
which I have prepared as a
basis for a complete table of
all Russian postage stamps
in future.
. You do not need to enter
the details in the table
yourself. Simply email your
findings to Tomáš Kotas the
table manager.

stamp in Table
“
Michel
Y ,Y ”

as:

; k; carmine;
x, y; X , X , X and

and Thomas will include your
contribution in the table.
From time to time we will
publish the updated table in
our journal so that we may see
how successfully it progresses.

Email: MASCO@WOSA.CZ
So for example you may
describe the eighth postage
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Is it a little difficult? Yes it is,
but the more difficult the task,
the stronger is the will to solve
it! And we all can enjoy the
fact that we have extended a
little the borders of our
knowledge of Russian postage
stamps and made a
contribution to a new branch
of specialisation in collecting
them. Perhaps someone
among us will be so keen on
this new specialisation that a
new collection will be based on
it…
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We wish all enthusiasts a lot of
fun and the pleasure of making
new discoveries!

Table 1: Watermarks on Russian and Soviet postage stamps.
Centre of
Symmetry

Number of axes of symmetry on the watermark
s

and more

Design

F

Theoretically
possible
number of
orientations

8

Watermark
-Name

Wavy lines and
letters
EZGB

A, C

H

0

S

Angled design

Diamonds

Parquet design

Meandering
design and
flowers

-Design
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Table 2: The orientation of ЭЗ

watermarks on Russian postage stamps.
Orientation of ЭЗ

Stamp
Year of
issue

Face
value

1866-8

5k

Black & purple

20 a

1875-9

7k

Carmine & grey

25

1k

Yellow-orange

29 Aa

2k

Myrtle-green

30 Aa

2k

Yellow-green

30 Cc

5k

Purple

32 C

Rose & light blue

34 A

1884

14 k
4k
1889-1904

1889-1905

Description

Carmine

10 k

Indigo-blue

20 k

Carmine & blue

Michel
Cat. N0.

X – horizontal
X1

X2

X3

Y – vertical
X4

Y1

Y2

Y3

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O

O
O
O
O

O

O
O
O
O

O

O

O

42

1r

Orange & brown & pale brn

44 A

O

1k

Orange

45 I

O

1k

Orange

45 yII

2k

Green

46 I

O

3k

Carmine

47 I

O

5k

Purple

48 I

5k

Purple

48 yII

7k

Deep blue

49 I

7k

Deep blue

49 yII

O
O
O

O
O

O

O

O

O
O

O
O
O

Rose & blue

50

15 k

Pale blue & plum

51 y

25 k

Mauve & dull green

52 y

O

70 k

Orange & brown

54 y

O

Grey & black

55

O

Yellow & black

56

7r

O
O

14 k

3,50 r

Y4

O

40 x, y
41 a

watermark

O

O
O

O

O

O
O

O
O

Russian Post in China
1899-1908
1917

2k

Green

2x

O

7 $ / 7 r Yellow & black

52 II

O

10 pa /2 k Green, overprint red

21

O

1 Pia/10k Blue, overprint red

23

O

Russian Post in the Turkish Empire
1900-4
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David Feldman
INTERNATIONAL AUCTIONEERS

3l!!vcrsary
1967-2017

Consign with us
We have been entrusted to sell the World’s greatest philatelic
treasures – Trust us to sell yours!

We are always looking for valuable single stamps, specialised collections and estates. We only sell
properties consigned by third parties, and for that reason, every vendor can be assured that our interests
are aligned to achieve the best possible result.
Contact us today !
David Feldman SA 59, Route de Chancy, 1213 Grand-Lancy, Geneva, Switzerland
Tel. +41 (0)22 727 0777 Fax +41 (0)22 727 0778 Email info@davidfeldman.com

www.davidfeldman.com
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Shake, Rattle and Roll: A Carriage Journey Across Siberia in 1
Howard Weinert

One of the joys of postal
history collecting is the
opportunity to play detective
and investigate long-forgotten
people and events. In this
article I will describe one such
adventure.
I recently acquired the
postcard illustrated here. It
was sent from Siberia by an
Englishman in
. The card
was postmarked in
Krasnoyarsk ( Sept.
),
Moscow ( Oct.), and London
( Nov. new style or Nov.
old style). It is addressed to
Mrs Arnott in London. The
message, written in
Krasnoyarsk on October
( September old style),
reads:
My dear Mother, I am now en
route for Irkutsk with General
Smirnikof and Baron
Stackelberg. We muster
carriages in all. At every
station now we are in Eastern
Siberia (which is the General’s
territory). The post horses
and drivers neatly dressed are
in waiting when we stop at a
village to take tea or supper;
or of the chief folks in the
place come to pay us a visit. If
I had been alone I don’t know
how I should have got along.
Nevertheless all my
advantages it is very hard
work. Yesterday evening
when we arrived here we
dined with the military
governor of the town, who
introduced to us in his
drawing room a dog, a cat, a
pet fox and a small pony. I
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will write again from Irkutsk,
where I am told I shall have to
wait a month. We are off this
morning. In haste with love,
your son, Jack. General’s
wife, maid and man are with
him, the Baron has a man and
I also had a man thus far.
So who was Jack, and why was
he traveling in Siberia? And
who were the general and the
baron?

I started with the seller’s
description which referred to
an article in the British
Journal of Russian Philately,
No.
(
), in which Alfred
Wortman described four
postcards sent by an
Englishman crossing Siberia in
. The cards were not
illustrated but Wortman
transcribed the messages, and
it was clear that my card was
the latest of the four. In one of
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the other cards, Jack said that
he was heading for Japan.
I initially assumed that Jack’s
surname was the same as his
mother’s, but internet searches
for Jack Arnott led nowhere,
so I decided to look at books
written by others who had
crossed Siberia at about the
same time. Henry Lansdell
did so in
. In his book
Through Siberia, Lansdell
recounts meeting a Baron
Stackelberg who had travelled
across Siberia in
in the
company of an Englishman
named John Milne. Were Jack
and John Milne the same
person?
John Milne is the father of
modern seismology. He was
born in Liverpool in
, the
only child of John Milne and
Emma Twycross. He was
educated at the University of
London and the Royal School
of Mines. After finishing his
studies he quickly became a
well-known geologist and
mining engineer, and in
he was offered a position as
Professor of Mining and
Geology at the Imperial
College of Engineering in
Tokyo. He decided to travel to
Japan via Siberia, Mongolia
and China, leaving home on
August and arriving at his
destination seven months
later.
In October
Milne
described his journey at a
meeting of the Asiatic Society
of Japan. His lecture,
“Journey across Europe and
Asia,” was published in the
society’s Transactions in
February
. The account

has him traveling via St.
Petersburg, Moscow, Nizhny
Novgorod, Perm,
Ekaterinburg, Tyumen,
Tomsk, Krasnoyarsk (staying
only
hours), Irkutsk,
Kiakhta, Urga, Kalgan, Peking,
Tientsin and Shanghai. On the
steamship from Tyumen to
Tomsk he met Smirnov (not
Smirnikof), who was returning
to Irkutsk from Europe, and
Stackelberg, who was
travelling to eastern Siberia to
fill an official vacancy. The
details written on the postcard
also appear in Milne’s
published lecture, including
the Krasnoyarsk military
governor’s pets. It is certain
that Jack and John Milne were
the same person. For the icing
on the cake, it is known that
after the death of his father in
, Milne’s mother married
James Arnott.
As for Stackelberg, Lansdell
says that he was part of the
excise tax administration, and
in fact Baron Magnus von
Stackelberg was director of the
excise administration for the
Amur and Maritime
Territories from
to
.
Smirnov was harder to track
down. After looking at many
civil service and army lists, the
most likely identification is
Alexander Vladimirovich
Smirnov, commissary for the
East Siberian Military District
in Irkutsk. Smirnov was a
civilian with the rank of actual
state councillor, which was
equivalent to the military rank
of major general. That may
explain why Milne called him a
general.

During his twenty years in
Japan, Milne became one of
the world’s leading experts on
earthquakes and co-invented
the Gray-Milne seismograph.
In
he married a Japanese
geologist and returned to
England, to the Isle of Wight,
where he died in
. Further
information on his
accomplishments can be found
in John Milne: Father of
Modern Seismology by A. L.
Herbert-Gustar and P. A. Nott,
and John Milne: The Man
Who Mapped the Shaking
Earth by Paul Kabrna.
Wortman’s cards were
presumably in the sale of his
collection in
(probably
part of Lot
). The cards are
interesting from a postal
history perspective because, in
his words, they are “among the
earliest postcards sent abroad
from Russia.” According to
Alexander Epstein’s Postal
Stationery of Russia (
),
the five kopeck postcards
issued in
were intended
for domestic use only.
Postcards could not be sent
abroad until June
(old
style) when the rate was
lowered to kopecks. The five
kopeck cards were thereafter
sold at the reduced rate and
used for both domestic and
international mail.
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What Happened at the Batum Post Office during the British Occupation
Hans Grigoleit and Edward Klempka

The Facts
.

.

.

Table 1: Summary of all Batum stamp issues.

On
December
,
British troops occupied
Batum and withdrew from
there on July
.
During an occupation
period of about
months, stamp issues
appeared with a total of
approximately . million
units (Table ), serving a
population of about
,
people in
plus
a few trade and export
companies. In
the
population had swollen to
some
,
because of
the influx of refugees.
Shortly after the first treetype issue appeared on
April
, the Batum
Town Council supported a
strike and British officers
were placed in charge of
the Batum post office and
postal service. Alshibaya
[ ] reports that the Post
and Telegraph Office
(PTO) supervisor was a
Captain Gatt (real name is
Goate). The document in
Fig. , dated . .
signed by Major Goate,
states that he was acting
as Postmaster-General
during the British
occupation.
Postal employees Ms
Lubov Maximovna
Dolinskaya, Mr
Milyanovsky and Mr
Dobrjitzky worked at the
PTO at the daily activities
level (Alshibaya [ ]). The

Issue
No.

**

Date of issue

(Range of)
postage value
in kopeks (k) or
roubles (r)

Total quantity
printed

April

k- r

,

April

r

,

April

k

Nov.

k- r

Nov.

r,

*
,

r

,
,

Jan.

r

,

Jan.

r

,

Feb.

r

,

March

r,

r

,

April

r,

r

,

June

r-

r
Total

,
,

,
, 66

* plus approximately ,
k an k postal stationery
cards surcharged k. ** Rarely used because issued
about two weeks before British troops withdrew.

JATOUJl 10llltITISK OOCt.ll'

TlOJ! • .§'l'Al:PS,

!Ja• Dr1 tall lore-et ooct&pid t.he Ca.uP.111111 1n early 1919', 1'1:\11 ia.cl,IMled
tbe hoYlact•• o! A1erbiJ.n, Araen-1a,G•org1a @d BaioUL l&ch pi-01in(Ut
na: »•11•11Ht14 to retain ita o1TU adainhtra.tion • .Ute'f • nr1 thort
ti.M Mllitar1 Qecupation 01 nthdr&wn froD all exceptill4j Jatoua,wher••
H llUltny Oonuor,t-he 1-.t, Jl&Jor-OH•ral Cooke Col.lb na &ppointed.
The Ci•il Adaini1tration etill functioned &11.d the Roti Ottin ,,,._ carried
on by- the Bu....,u.n,, but arur llUJ cl!.anp, \he 1,dalnhtn.tlon pl'oYed. unt•tht&etol'J' and 1n •pril 1919 a ,roup of lh-1 Uth JfiU tary Offher1 took
lt'IOIJ' all the Ch'U Dilputunta lncl1.1dtn« Ua Poat Office and th11 conUriu14 1m\11 A~•\ 1920,
Th• iHH of ■ tamp ■ ,raa hrin1 the whola period of the :Sri thh Occu,atton
ooDfin&d to a larp ltock ot lat&u Frol'ince 1taap1 which n1 alretuly
prl.ntt4, Ulne bt1ng o-,1n·-pr1ritsd •:tri U1h Occupation•.
·

!he Pra.,.tnct ot Ja\ou ne ~d•4 o•ar to

the a,orglana to adainiate~ tn

bp■ t 1920, tht .irlthh J!11ree1 belns 11itlldr-awn. 011. ttithdl'aftl \lit 111b.ole
tf tbA rHU.1'.t at Jatoua JOU.tft,
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•tut»•
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Fig. 1
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director of the Batum PTO
was Mr Simonianz, and
the deputy director was
Mr Baghaturov. From
Russian times to the end
of the British occupation
they all remained at the
PTO.
.

The postal officer
responsible for issuing
stamps and surcharges
was Mr Dobrjitzky. For
authentication Mr
Dobrjitzky applied a
small, square cachet to the
back of the stamps
(Fig. ).

Table 2: Major addressees of philatelic mail from Batum.
Addressee

Mme and M. Blatter Berne, CH

.

It is claimed [ , ] that new
issues were needed
- for the transmission of
registered packages of
heavy documents between
the civil and British
administrations.

Collectors?

Berne, CH

>

Business

Mr Hazzopoulos

Batum

>

Dealer

E. A. Milyanovsky

Batum

Athanase Kichoukis

Batum/Constantinople

>

Dealer

L. M. Dolinskaya

Batum

>

PO employee

Mr W. Thon

Basle, CH

>

Collector?

Kusis

Batum

>

Dealer?

N. P. Dobroljubov

Batum

>

Dealer?

Mr Max Lauber

Berne, CH

>

Collector?

*

covers on

. .

- because an increase in
postage rates necessitated
further r and r
stamps.
.

.

>

*

PO employee

.

- because of the increased
registration fee and the
rouble’s devaluation.

Fig. 2: original size 7 x 7 mm.

It is claimed [ , ] that a
small number of
“emergency” issues were
made available because
preceding issues had been
used up or almost used
up. However, even in late
June
commercial
letters were sent with
“British occupation treetype stamps”, issued on
November
.

>

Remark

M. Schermann

- because r values
became necessary for the
transmission of money
orders, parcels and
“declaration forms”
through the Georgian
Republic’s postal system.

.

Number of
covers (E)

Location

Only the r handstamp
overprint (Table , No. )
was executed in the
presence of control
personnel and variations
were destroyed on the
spot.
In the “small number”
issues - (Table )
multiple varieties were
created without any postal
need, such as inverts and
tête-bêche pairs, two
colours for the same
surcharge, two differing
stamps for the same

surcharge or numerous
basic Arms type stamps
for the same surcharge.
.

An estimated
Batum cards/covers are
known to exist amongst
philatelists. More than
% are philatelic items
and major addressees are
Mr Milyanovsky, Ms
Lubov Maximovna
Dolinskaya and other
individuals located in
Batum (Table ). Many
other items have been lost
during the last century.
. Interestingly, about %
of all philatelic covers
went to Switzerland. A
number of these postal
items are cancelled
. . , . . , or
. . . On . . at
least
covers were sent
to Mr Blatter. [ , p. ]
. Collecting habits during
the twentieth century were
to collect mint and used
stamps of each value and
this may explain the
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scarcity of commercial
and civilian covers and
cards from Batum. This in
turn may explain the
availability of postmarked
“small number” issue
stamps with or without
gum (removed from postal
items or c.t.o.).
. The vast majority of
known commercial covers
are franked with the “first
tree-type” ( 9,1 units,
No. , Table ) and the
“British occupation first
tree-type” issue
( ,
,
units, Table ,
No. ). The “first treetype” issue valued in total
about
,
r. Each of
the k and r stamp
issues was valued at about
,
r, sufficient for the
postage on about
,
letters/PCs (see Table ).
The “British occupation
first tree-type” issue is
comparable. Large
numbers of intact stamps
and even sheets are still
available today.
. The “British occupation
second tree-type” issue
(Table , No. ) with
,
,
units was
practically not in use,
because it was issued
about two weeks before
the withdrawal of the
British troops. Stamps
and sheets are still
available today (compare
the statement of Major
Goates in Fig. ! “… sunk in
the Black Sea”).
. Less than ten commercial
or civilian covers are
known for all “small

Table 3: Postage rates in Batum during the British
Occupation.
Period

March

Local/
Intercaucasian
letter

Overseas
letter

Postcards

Registration
fee

k

k

k

April Aug.

k

k

k

k

?
-?

Aug.
Feb.

r

r k( r
from Jan.
?)

k

r

?

Feb.
onwards

r

r

? r

r

?

number” issues. Also
philatelic covers range in
the same order of rarity.
. Unused or c.t.o. stamps of
even the smallest issue
have for decades been
available on the market.
In other words, quite a
number of stamps were
sold over the counter and
not postally used as
claimed.
. Batum postage rates
(Table ) for standard
mail (PC, cover,
registration fee) do not
necessarily explain the
issuing of r stamps.
The alleged use for money
orders is not documented.
More or less the same
rates during that period
were applicable in the
Republic of Georgia.
. Five Maradidi
handstamped covers are
known, but neither in the
Imperial nor in the
Georgian period (after the
British occupation) was
Maradidi post office in
operation. Proof or fake?

?

k

- one cover is addressed to
L. M. Dolinskaya as well
as a cover from Kobuleti.
. Obviously, the demand for
Batum stamps and
particularly for the “small
number” issues was
significant and very soon
forgeries appeared on the
stamp market. Even a
bogus issue was forged —
forgeries follow business
opportunities.
. Major Goate says “...The
issue of stamps was
during the whole period of
the British occupation
confined to a large stock of
Batoum province stamps
which was already
printed, these being
overprinted BRITISH
OCCUPATION”. If this is
correct — and he was the
Postmaster-General
during the occupation —
then all other issues are
WHAT? Bogus? Didn’t he
notice that other stamps
were issued? Did he
overlook this deliberately?
Or was he simply wrong?
His statement explains to
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some extent the lack of
civilian/commercial mail
with the non tree-type
issues. On the other hand,
some non tree-type issues
did legitimately pass
through the postal system.
British Military Objectives
. It was a common military
practice to overprint
stamps to signify British
occupation. The strategic
and military objectives
were limited but they
served a useful
propaganda purpose in
annoying the enemy.
During the Boer War
(
) stamps of the
“Orange Free State” and
“Transvaal” were
overprinted to signify
British occupation. Other
World War I military
occupations such as
Bushire and Baghdad had
their stamps overprinted
“Under British
Occupation”. In both of
these cases the postal
requirements were
relatively small and the
numbers (and different
types) overprinted were
considerable.
. There was a requirement
from officers and men
with the British
occupation forces to
purchase stamps that had
been overprinted
“BRITISH OCCUPATION”
to be kept as souvenirs or
sent home to family and
friends. There is no doubt
that the stamps were
overprinted with the
authority of the British

military administration.
Assumptions
. All stamps are legitimate.
. The supervision by the
Postmaster-General and
other British personnel
was loose. Language/
communication problems
did exist.
. The Russian postal
employees Ms L. M.
Dolinskaya, Mr
Milyanovsky and Mr
Dobrjitzky soon
recognised the attractive
business opportunity to
make money from Batum
stamps. Their direct
Russian supervisors Mr
Simonianz and Mr
Baghaturov either
cooperated or ignored the
development.
. Business needs and
particularly inter-person
communication local/
intercaucasian/
international was not such
that extensive usage of the
“first tree-type issue”
ensued; about
,
k and
,
r
stamps were printed plus
another
,
of
different values.
. The Russian postal
employees probably
informed the postal
management about an
imminent shortage in
stamp supplies and had a
free hand to act.
Understanding the
business opportunity, the
creation of rarities was

implemented. The
surcharges applied by
hand were ideal for
producing deliberate
varieties.
. The conversion of a k
stamp into a r stamp by
surcharging it and thus
increasing the value ,
fold was a temptation and
good business for forgers,
even after taking into
account inflation.
. At no time was there an
imminent stamp shortage.
. The Russian postal
employees had two groups
of customers: local and
international collectors,
local and international
dealers. All were very
keen to obtain rarities and
probably paid a premium
to be served first. This
was also the PTO
employees’ business.
. Particularly international
customers (Switzerland)
obtained philatelic mail
duly cancelled to
authenticate the stamps,
again probably for a
premium paid. Local
dealers served themselves
with “poste restante” mail
but in the mean time had
to pay increased postage
as happened with issue
No. .
. The privileged service to
collectors and dealers
explains why with “small
number” issues
- only a few commercial/
private covers are known.
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- philatelic covers are
equally scarce.
- unused and c.t.o. stamps
are on the market.
- quite a number of
varieties have survived.
. To further stimulate their
business, possibly vague
plans to establish a PO in
Maradidi were used to
create a handstamp and
covers. The five that are
known are of some rarity.
. Ashford’s question: “Was
Mr Blatter’s agent behind
the Batum PO counter?”
probably can be answered
“YES”.[ , p. ]

. The change of, for
example, a k stamp into a
r stamp by surcharging
it and thus increasing the
value ,
fold was a
temptation for forgers.
. British military and
administrative personnel
tolerated the practice
because they themselves
were collectors.
. The scarcity of
commercial and philatelic
postal history items with
the “small number” issues
is explained by the fact
that these stamps were
sold over the counter to
privileged customers.
. To a large extent, if not

Conclusions
. Undoubtedly, all stamps
were issued under the
administrative control of
the British PostmasterGeneral, and served as
propaganda issues.
. The Batum “small
number” issues did not
serve postal needs. A
shortage of stamps for the
general public was not
imminent.
. The “small number” issue
creations by PTO
personnel, including
variations are a result of
collectors and dealers’
desires to be in possession
of rare stamps (issued
under British
supervision).

exclusively, the “small
number” issues - were
produced for philatelic
purposes.
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. Postal employees
exploited this to generate
income.
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The exhibition will comprise philatelic dealers and auction houses from all over the world.
The exhibition will have an extensive philatelic and social program.
Only Fellows and Members of the RPSL will be allowed to exhibit.
The competitive classes will be judged by an international jury appointed by the Council of The RPSL.

will be organised at
"Waterfront Congress Centre",
Nils Ericsons Plan 4.
It is Sweden's newest and most
versatile venue for large-scale
meetings and events.
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The Clandestine Mail Surveillance Office at Minsk 1921-1950
David M Skipton and Steve Volis

It is now an abundantly
documented fact that the
RSFSR/Soviet Union began
using clandestine censor
marks posing as innocent
postmarks in late 1919, and
continued to do so for decades.
The 1920s and 1930s saw a
remarkable flowering of such
things, from the “threetriangles” up through the
izhitsas, zets, “N” handstamps
and machine markings, “threelines” and a few serial letterand number-based datestamps
as well. Places such as
Moscow, the Ukrainian
capitals of first Khar’kov, then
Kiev, and the large oblast’
centre of Petrograd/Leningrad
can boast of numerous
examples. [1]
Not so for Minsk, the capital of
the Byelorussian Soviet
Socialist Republic.

From the early 1920s up to
1950, Minsk can offer a grand
total of five clandestine censor
mark types: the rather rare
“three-triangles” clandestine
military censor mark from
1921 shown in Fig. 1 (recorded
range: 28 January to
December 1921); a single
example of an izhitsa from 26
October 1927 (Fig. 2) in the
Carsten Alsleben collection;
the much more numerous
Mensk/Minsk 4/4, and two
recorded zets of one type
(Fig. 3).
From 1927 to 1934, the city has
nothing to say for itself, and
then not too much until 1940.
Perhaps this is indicative only
of our failure to identify some
other clandestine censor
mark(s) from that period, one
or more right in front of our
noses, but for now, at least,

Minsk remains a
disappointment, and why that
should be is a puzzle. One
explanation may lie in its
relatively low population vis-àvis the four cities mentioned
above. As Carsten points out,
Minsk only had 128,000
inhabitants in 1926 and
238,000 by 1939. Still, many
much smaller towns such as
Aleksandriya (approx. 20,000
in 1926), Bakhmut/Artemovsk
(28,000 in 1913) and Belaya
Tserkov’ (47,000 in 1939) used
izhitsa censor marks, so there
is hope that Minsk will
someday divulge more.

Figs. - : Minsk “three-triangles;” only recorded Minsk izhitsa, serial a; earliest recorded Minsk/Mensk zet.

[ ] For instance, in the period from
to
we have recorded
different izhitsas, zets, two
combination izhitsa-zets, two “N” machine marks and a number of th Dispatch Office “three-lines” for
Moscow. Kiev has produced three izhitsa types, one zet, and three “N” datestamps. If Khar’kov is thrown into
the mix, nine more clandestine censor marks can be added. Petrograd/Leningrad has offered nine izhitsas
and three serial letter-based “postmarks.”
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The recorded range for the
Minsk/Mensk zet is less than
four months, from
December
to April
, and it is a safe bet to
assume that Hitler’s Operation
Barbarossa would have put a
halt to its use soon thereafter.
However, the zet had to have
been in use prior to July
.
According to Carsten, the
Supreme Soviet in July
changed the Belorussian name
from Mensk to Minsk, so any
official document or postmark
with the inscription “Mensk”
on it must have been
introduced prior to the
summer of
.
Both of our examples appear
on inbound international mail
from Warsaw during the
General Government period,
one registered, the other not.
The earlier cover in Figs. a
and b is addressed to Gav’ya
(then a part of Baranovichi
Oblast’), reaching its
destination on the last day of
. The zet censor mark is
dated
December, and it
should not have taken more
than a day or two to get from
Minsk to Gav’ya, less than
miles almost due west of the
capital.

Fig. a: Reverse.
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The latter of the two (Figs. a
and b) was posted in
Warszawa on March
,
but we don’t know how long it
was held up by German
censorship. It did not clear
Soviet censorship until April.
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Fig. b: Obverse. Stamps removed.
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Fig. 5a: Reverse. Two strikes of the zet censor mark, dated 2 April 1941
(Carsten Alsleben collection).

Fig. b: Obverse.

Concurrent with the zets was
another “postmark”, this one
much easier to find: the
“Mensk/Minsk / ” shown in
Fig. .

Fig.

Four examples of this
datestamp were first accused
of being censor marks in The
Post Rider by Andrew Cronin
and Moshe Shmuely in
,
[
]
albeit tangentially, but it was
not until years later that its
status as a clandestine censor
mark was truly reinforced. In
, an article by J. Witold
Zurawski illustrated three
more of them and mentioned
surreptitious mail surveillance
in the BSSR, but did not
specifically tie the “Mensk/
Minsk / ” to it. His article
was followed immediately by
Cronin and Rex Dixon’s, who
between them showed nine
more and now clearly referred
to them as “Minsk
Monitors.” However, they
offered no argumentation as to
why they thought this.[ ]

[ ] See the Bibliography for the full citations. The accusation was incidental to the article, and can only be
inferred by Cronin’s statement about a cover from Klechkovo, BSSR, dated April
, that “(t)he card
herewith was directed all the way east to Minsk, where it was obviously read on th.” That, of course, was the
date of the Mensk/Minsk / datestamp on the card.
[ ] Dixon and Cronin, “More About the Soviet Posts in Western Belorussia 19 9-19 1”, The Post Rider No.
- .
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,

We think they were correct in
labelling them as “monitors”,
and here are the particulars as
to why.
Using the approach
established in Soviet
Clandestine Mail Surveillance,
compiling as many data points
as possible against a given
“postmark”, the case unfolds
below.
Earliest recorded:
10 October 1934.
Latest recorded:
16 June 1941.
The case against the
“Mensk/Minsk 4/4”
datestamps as legitimate
postmarks:
• Appearance on

outbound international
mail, 100% of which
was checked by
clandestine censorship.

• Known PK location. As

the capital of the
Byelorussian SSR, Minsk
certainly had a clandestine
mail surveillance office,
what we refer to as a “PK”.
[4]

• Invariability of “serial

number”. Only the
number “4” has been
recorded on such mail. If it
were a serial number and
this were a legitimate
dispatch office handling
international mail in all its
bulk, we should expect to

see other numbers. If “4”
instead referred to the
dispatch office’s number,
then normally (but not
always) there would be
serial letters to go with it,
and probably the word
“EKSPEDITSIYA” or an
abbreviation thereof would
be present. The only other
possibility would be that the
“4” stood for a branch
office, perhaps one located
at the mail railway
terminal.
One other point that
Carsten raises is the slight
difference in font between
the “4” on the left and the
one on the right, one
pointed, the other squared.
At this point, we simply do
not know whether there is
any significance in this or
not.

Zel’va in Baranovichi
Oblast’, the time elapsed
from date of mailing to date
of dispatch from Minsk is
seven days. From Zel’va to
nearby Baranovichi should
have taken no more than a
day, allowing for
transportation and sorting,
and only a few hours to
transport it from
Baranovichi by rail to
Minsk. With additional
processing and sorting in
the Byelorussian capital, the
whole process should have
taken no more than one,
perhaps two more days.
While there are examples
that show no evident delay,
there are many more that
do. Take a look at Table 1
on the following page.

• “Wrong direction”. As

Cronin noted, items mailed
from western Byelorussia to
points further west
(abroad) went instead to
the east, to Minsk, and only
then turned around and
headed in the proper
direction.
• Mail delays. These

usually range from about
five to as many as 24 days,
far more than would
normally be accounted for
by ordinary postal
transportation and sorting.
In the example shown in
Fig. 7, a postcard from

[ ] PK = politicheskiy kontrol’, political control office. This is what they were called in the early days of the
GPU/OGPU, and it is the catchall term we have adopted to refer to the perlustration operations throughout
Soviet history.
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Table 1
From/date

To

Minsk 4 date

Mail delay

Comments

Minsk,
10 October 1934

Brooklyn, USA

10 October
1934

None

Earliest recorded,
by Carsten Alsleben

Belostok, BSSR
15 March 1940

New York, USA

19 March 1940

~ 2 to 3 days

Kurgan, Baranovichi
Oblast’,
29 April 1940

POW camp in
Cracow, General
Government

Illegible,
probably in the
first half of May

Unknown

Recorded by Cronin.
Distance from Baranovichi
to Minsk: 133 km/
83 miles

Braslav, BSSR
12 July 1940

Geneva,
Switzerland

25 July 1940

~10-11 days

Recorded by Dixon

Novoyel’nya,
Baranovichi Oblast’,
16 September 1940

Lublin, General
Government

7 October 1940

~18-19 days

Recorded by Cronin

Derechin, BSSR
17 October 1940

Haifa,
Palestine

26 October
1940

~ 6-7 days

Reported by Shmuely

Dabrowa Bialostocka
(Grodno area),
7 December 1940

Scotland

20 December
1940

~ 10-11 days

Recorded by Dixon

Grodno, BSSR
15 December 1939

Haifa,
Palestine

29 December
1940

~ 11-12 days

Recorded by Cronin

Semyatichi, BSSR,
27 December 1940

Palestine

30 December
1940

~ 0-1 day

Reported by Shmuely

Baranovichi, BSSR
9 January 1941

Stalag 1A,
Germany

11 January 1941

None

Recorded by Cronin

Byten’, Baranovichi
Oblast’,
4 February 1941

Palestine

6 February
1941

None

Zel’va, Baranovichi
Oblast’,
26 February 1941

Jerusalem,
Palestine

5 March 1941

~ 4-5 days

Izabelin, in the
Belostok area.
15 March 1941

Lautenthal,
Germany

24 March 1941

~ 5-6 days

Distance from Volkovysk
to Minsk: 258 km/
155 miles.
Recorded by Cronin

Klechkovo,
BSSR
8 April 1941

General
Government

14 April 1941

~ 3-4 days

Recorded by Cronin

Baranovichi
27 April 1941

Tel-Aviv,
Palestine

5 May 1941

~ 5-6 days

Distance: 133 km/83 miles

Glubokoye, Vileyka
Oblast’. Date unknown

Stalag 1A,
Germany

13 May 1941

Unknown

Recorded by Cronin

Nesvizh,
28 May 1941

New York City,
USA

8 June 1941

~ 5-6 days

Distance: 122 km/
73 miles.
Recorded by Cronin

Vysokoye, Brest Oblast’,
21 May 1941

Cracow,
General
Government

16 June 1941

~ 23-24 days

Distance from Brest to
Minsk: 353 km/204 miles

Recorded by Cronin
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any firm conclusions, but the
look and feel of it are very
suspicious.
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Fig. : Zel’va, Baranovichi Oblast’ (BSSR) to Jerusalem, posted on
February
. Four-to five-day delay. Censored again in Palestine, by
the British.

If we take the lower end of the
approximate mail delay ranges
shown above in 1940-41 (102
days), throw out the two items
for which no range can be
established, add the rest up
and divide by the number of
items recorded (15), we get an
average mail delay of 6.8 days,
most of which we attribute to
clandestine censorship. As
with the Minsk zets, use of this
censor mark would have come
to an abrupt halt very soon
after the Nazi invasion began.
The Wehrmacht seized the city
on 28 June 1941, and was not
forced out until 3 July 1944.
When international mail
exchange was re-established in
Byelorussia after the war in
Europe ended, the Soviet
NKGB started monitoring that
exchange once again. The first
clandestine censor mark
positively identified as such is
the so-called
“BELORUSSKAJA” used in the
five-year period after WWII.

We will get to that in just a bit,
but there is another datestamp
that may, and we emphasise
may, have been the first postwar entry into these ranks: the
Minsk BSSR serial a in Fig. 8a.
What looks like a Cyrillic “G”
at the bottom may actually be

.. -<

•

-

• I

c, •.: )

~
Fig. a: Possible Minsk
clandestine censor mark.

the remains of the “B” in
“OBLASTN.”, but without
more examples, it is only a
guess. We have recorded a
grand total of exactly one of
these, hardly enough to make

Addressed to the “Forward” in
New York (billed as the
“World’s Largest Jewish
Daily”), the registered cover
shown in Figs. 8b and 8c
originated in the Molodechno
Oblast’ town of Dolginov on 28
June 1946, right on the fifth
anniversary of the city’s
occupation by the Wehrmacht.
There are several aspects to
this that strongly suggest
clandestine censorship as the
reason for the Minsk BSSR
serial a datestamp on the
reverse.
First, the potential target of
interest. Mail to the left-wing
“Forward” was monitored
even during the Civil War. I
(DMS) have five covers sent to
that paper in 1921-1922,
bearing four different “threetriangles” clandestine censor
marks:
1) Katerinoslav;
2) “POKONT 16 ARMII,” from
the time that the Red 16th
Army was stationed in the
Mogilev area;
3) “Kievskiy Pochtamt” threetriangles (two of these), and
4) Gomel’.
There are surely more than
these.
The four covert Cheka/GPU
censorship offices would have
been interested in looking at
the contents of those items in
the early 1920s for the same
reasons as the NKGB in the
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Fig. b: Reverse.
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latter half of 1946: making
certain that nothing negative
was being given to a foreign
publication, and looking for
any indication of problems in
the area of origin.
Second, it was international
registered mail, 100% of which
was opened and read at that
time.
Third, Minsk as a republic
capital had to have a PK. The
izhitsa, zets and the
BELORUSSKAJA censor
marks are evidence of that.
Fourth, this one is dated in
July 1946. The earliest
BELORUSSKAJA we have
recorded is from 17 September
1946. Maybe there are earlier
ones and we simply have not
discovered them yet, but we
have seen the Soviets use
whatever postmark was left
over for censorship purposes
after the war, in Kishinev,
Kaliningrad and especially
Tallinn. The PK there should
have been in operation just as
soon as the Minsk postal
system was back up and
running. So, there ought to be
something from before
September 1946, and this
could be it.
And fifth, there is the
placement of the Minsk BSSR
serial a: on the reverse, right
smack dab over the flap at its
lowest point.

If any readers have more
examples of this particular
postmark, we would be
grateful for the scans and
information.
At last we come to the
BELORUSSKAJA clandestine
censor mark, a unique item in
the sense that it alone of all the
censor marks in the Great PK
Arc eschewed a place name
(Minsk), opting instead for
just the adjectival form of the
republic’s name – the
Byelorussian SSR – where it
was used.[5]
The datestamp shown in
Fig. 9a is the Latin-letters
version, with its odd
transliterated Russian. Just
like the “Mensk/Minsk 4/4”
censor mark, this 29 mm

range extends from the latter
half of 1946 to February 1949,
although it may well have
survived up to early 1950,
about the time when the
Mezhdunarodnoe
(International) markings first
appeared.[6]
The registered cover in
Figs. 9b and 9c was addressed
to New York and posted in
Mstislavl’, Mogilev Oblast’, on
20 August 1948. Intercepted
at Minsk, it would have been
pulled from the mail stream
for censorship in any event,
since at that time the Soviet
secret police checked 100% of
all international
correspondence, whether inor outbound. But another red
flag for the Minsk political
control office (PK) would have
been the lack of an addressee’s
name(s) on the cover.
Attempts to conceal the name
(s) of the sender or the
recipient caused instant
suspicion on the part of the
censors.

Fig. a

datestamp was used
exclusively on outbound
international mail as a transit
or dispatch mark. Its recorded

[ ] Skipton, David M. and Steve Volis, “Soviet Clandestine Mail Surveillance 1917-1991”, Collectors Club of
Chicago,
.
[ ] Ibid.
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The cover cleared censorship
on 1 September 1948 (Fig. 9c)
and reached New York on the
20th.
Fig. 10a is the Cyrillic version,
recently brought to light by
Igor Kalenikov. It was applied
to inbound international mail,
of which there was very little in
the years immediately after
WWII. This is not surprising,
as the Byelorussian SSR
sustained massive damage to
its cities, towns, bridges, roads
and railroads, and many of its
citizens died in the war, were
dislocated within the BSSR or
became refugees. The postal
system therefore suffered
greatly, too; many of its offices
were destroyed, its personnel
were in the same dire straits as
everyone else, and delivery to
the proper addresses was
problematic at best. Many of
those addresses no longer
existed, or if they did, the
inhabitants thereof were often
no longer present.
Both variants of this censor
mark display strange flange
lines at 10:00 and 2:00, which
represent a departure from the
standardised datestamp form
introduced in 1938.

from Henley-on-Thames,
Great Britain, to “Grodno
Oblast’, Porozovo Rayon,
Podorosk Postal Branch Office,
the village of Dubrovniki,”
arriving in Minsk at some
point prior to 14 March 1948,
when the Minsk PK released it
from censorship. It reached
Porozovo on 22 March and the
addressee the next day.
Fig. a: The Cyrillic version of
the clandestine censor mark.
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The Latin-letters variant is
seen with some frequency on
eBay and Delcampe, since it
appeared on mail going to the
West. Not so with the Cyrillic
version. Thus far, this is only
one of two recorded examples,
Carsten Alsleben having the
other one.
Figs. 10b and 10c show a cover
mailed on 2 February 1948
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The one in Carsten’s collection,
Fig. 11, may represent a variant
of sorts, because the date plug
is so different. Its date should
be 27 November 1947, but it
extends across the length of
the date bridge, whereas the
one in Fig. 10c does not. And,
of course, we have three 1’s in
a row, the first of which
appears to be larger. It should
be “47,” not “17.”

marks used from 1940 to 1950.
One more, the Minsk BSSR a,
is only a possibility at this
point. Readers who specialise
in the postal history of
Byelorussia are urged to check
their collections and report
their discoveries to either

So, these four datestamps –
zet, 4/4 and Belorusskaja/
Бе о у ая – represent
everything we know at present
about the clandestine censor

Our thanks and appreciation
to Carsten Alsleben and Igor
Kalenikov for their input to
this article!

david.skipton@rossica.org
or
steve.volis@rossica.org .

Fig.
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The Czecho-Slovak Society of
Russian Philately was founded
in the autumn of
by four
Prague philatelists that were
interest in Russian/Soviet
stamps. It was the first society
of territorial philately in the
former Czechoslovakia.
Since
, the Society has
published its journal
“Informace Sekce Známkových
Zemí Ruska” twice a year, and
about handbooks on various
topics of Russian philately,
focused mainly on soviet and
RSFSR stamps.
In
, after the division of
Czechoslovakia, the Society
changed its name to the
Czecho-Slovak Society of
Russian Philately and has been
active under this name since
then.
We currently have about
members from various places
in the Czech Republic and in
Slovakia, and a few
international members.

2012 74
I I I I I I I

Link : http://www.postoveznamky.sk/sekcia-znamkovych-zemi-ruska-pri-scf
Handbooks published by our Society:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Collective of authors: RSFSR- USSR
Ladislav Červinka: Postage Due Stamps of the USSR
Miroslav Blaha: Carpatho-Ukraine
Ladislav Červinka: RSFSR Charity Stamps
st
nd
Ladislav Červinka: RSFSR and
Standard Issues
Ladislav Červinka: RSFSR Overprint and rd Standard Issue
Jan, Podhajsky, Vaclav Zeman: RSFSR Postal History during the Inflation Period
Ladislav Červinka, Jan Podhajsky, Alois Vavra: st Standard Issue of the USSR
Alois Vavra: Repeatedly Printed Stamps of the USSR:
Dr Pavel Cais: Ukraine, Stamps, Stationery and Postal History
Dr Pavel Cais: Ukraine II, Western Ukraine and Local Stamps
Jan Podhajsky: Wrangel Camp Post
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BSRP Journal No. 106 - Errata
Vyatka Gubernia (Province) Non Stamp Issuing Zemstvo Uezds (Districts)
Anthony Calvert

The British Journal
of Russian Philately

The Land Captains’ role was to
guide, not govern, providing a
paternalistic tutelary oversight
without destroying the peasant
laws and customs, and
guarding against predatory
private interests.”
Interested readers may find
the book “Ruling Peasants” by
Corinne Gaudin very helpful
and interesting, (ISBN –
:
- - ).
Reference Page
footnote, an
explanation about glued letter
sheets, supplied by our
member Mr Trevor Pateman,
for which I am most grateful.

106
November 2016

When storage of archived
material caused a space
problem, it is likely that the

ISSN 0950-580X

Reference Page
three lines.

envelopes were removed and
the letters retained, however in
the case of letter sheets this
was not possible, so these were
glued and disposed of with the
envelopes.
Mr Pateman said that he had
seen such gluing in material
from the Soviet CarpathoUkraine, originating in the
- period, for sealed
Court letters.
There is so much Vyatka
material, that even though
there may have been a very
dodgy deal, that the Court
archive officials (or whoever)
laid down conditions as to its
removal, in order to cover
themselves on at least some
points.

, the last

Reference was made to
“Chief” (of the rd District). A
more useful translation of
“Zemckaro nachal’nik” may be
“Land Captain” instead of
“Chief”, as used in the book
quoted below.
“Following emancipation of
the serfs in
, Government
at Volost level was effected
through local peasant elected
elders. This arrangement
proved unsatisfactory, so in
the Government
appointed a Land Captain to
each Zemstvo; local knowledge
was considered essential
resulting in many local upper
class appointees.
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Post Stations and their Manuscript Markings in the Territory of Today’s Estonia
(1833 to approximately 1875)*
Hannes Westendorf
Manuscript markings on items
of mail certainly belong to the
more difficult collecting areas.
They are relatively evasive as
— at least in the gubernii of
Estonia and Livonia — they
were only used for short
periods. Additionally, they are
easily overlooked, as they
almost always appear on the
back of items of mail. Also,
senders and recipients often
wrote places and dates on their
mail, so that it is often not easy
to determine whether such
markings are of postal or
private origin.
During the last twenty years a
number of items bearing such
manuscript markings —
mainly from the area of today’s
Estonia — have arrived in the
collections of the author, and
the main items will be shown
here.[1] For a systematic
description, it is necessary to
distinguish two periods: the
pre-philatelic period from
1833 onwards (I) and the
period after the introduction of
postage stamps (1858 until
approximately 1875) (II).
I.

do so. When accepting items
of mail, post stations were
supposed to apply a postal
marking so that it would be
possible to see where they had
been posted.[3] Ideally such
markings were also to
comprise an indication of the
date, but in practice this was
not respected everywhere and
there seems to have been a
certain tolerance from the
beginning.
With regard to the shapes of
the postmarks in the territory
of today’s Estonia it is possible
to distinguish three areas:
• post stations in the

Estonian guberniya used
single-line postmarks in
Cyrillic script. Some
stations added the date in
manuscript;
•

post stations in Western
Livonia [4] and those
situated relatively closely to
the border with Estonia
received single or doubleline postmarks with the
location indicated in Latin
script and, some times part
of the year completed in
manuscript; and

•

post stations in Eastern
Livonia [4] mostly received
oval single or bilingual
postmarks, but many other
different shapes are also
known from this area.

The Pre-philatelic
Period from 1833

Until the postal reform of
1830, access to postal services
was difficult for the rural
population as post stations
were not allowed to accept or
hand out mail.[2] This changed
in 1833 with Circular №14 of
19 September 1833, when such
post stations were allowed to

always available or in use. In
particular, some Livonian post
stations used manuscript
markings to indicate the
location and date in lieu of
postmarks.

It appears, however, that such
postmarks were either not
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With regard to certain post
stations, it is probable that the
postmark had only been
procured relatively late. This
appears to be the case for the
station of Sennen (Zennen),
whose postmark can only be
found from the year 1845
onwards (H/O 19:2).
Manuscript markings are
known from 1834 onwards
(H/O 19:1).
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The example in Fig. 1 is dated
1 September 1834.
The example in Fig. 2 shows
that this phenomenon was not
limited to the territory of
today’s Estonia and that this
practice also existed in the
territory of today’s Latvia:
Hilchensfehr (Gilkhensfer)
(HvH VR-17-01), here from the
beginning of March 1834.
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At other post stations the
postmark appears to have been
temporarily unavailable, and
for this reason it was decided
to put manuscript markings on
items of mail. This may be
demonstrated by an official
letter sent free of postage from
Torma with a manuscript
marking dated 11 April 1851,
that has not previously been
illustrated in literature (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3
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Again, at other post stations it
is possible that the postmark
was so damaged that it could
no longer be used. At the same
time, it might not have made
sense to get a new postmark as
there was only very little mail
posted from a particular
station. This may be the case
for Kurkund. Its pre-philatelic
postmark is only known to
have been used until 1847
(H/O 29:1).
From that year onwards, only
manuscript markings are
known from this station, two
of which in different
handwritings are shown here
from 1850 (Fig. 4) and 1857
(Fig. 5). Neither of these has
previously been illustrated in
literature.[5]
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It appears that this practice
was at first tolerated and that
later it was even officially
recognised. In fact, Circular
№18 of the Administration
of the Board of Posts dated
30 October 1843 contains an
explicit reference to
manuscript markings:
“... the Postal Department
confirms that (…) the
postmasters of those post
stations which deliver and
accept mail are obliged to
write the name of the post
station on the letters and
packets, as they do not need
special postmarks due to the
small amount of mail passing
through them.” [6]
According to Koeppen, [7] in
1840, there were 3,087 mail
coach post stations in the
whole of Russia. Only 213 of
them accepted and delivered
mail.[8] Of these, more than
20% were situated in the Baltic
gubernii (34 in Latvia —
northern part of Livonia and
southern part of Estonia and
11 in Estonia — northern part
of Estonia).[9] In the Baltic
gubernii most of the post
stations had postmarks, a sign
of the particular development
of the postal system in this
region. This may be opposed
to Dobin’s description of the
situation in 1842.[10]
According to this author, in
1842, there were 238 post
stations in Russia which
accepted and delivered mail,
and only “a few” of these had
their own postmarks. For this
reason it may be assumed that
manuscript markings should
be rarer in Estonia than in the
rest of Russia.
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Fig. 5
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II. After the introduction
of postage stamps
(1858 until
approximately 1875)
For a complete analysis it is
necessary to distinguish
between the handling of items
of mail in general and the
cancelling of postage stamps.

I

.

.

.J - - -

According to Circular No. 150
of the main postal
administration dated
31 October 1854 concerning
postmarking, the marking of
“ordinary” envelopes was to be
done on the back [11] and such
postmarks were supposed to
indicate the location as well as
the date of posting.
The rules regarding the
cancelling of stamps changed
several times.
According to Paragraph 6 of
the circular of the main postal
administration dated 10
December 1857 concerning the
introduction of postage
stamps, such stamps were to
be cancelled with a pen-andink cross.[12]
The pre-philatelic rules
regarding the marking of the
envelopes continued, and had
to be combined with the rules
regarding the cancellation of
postage stamps. During the
first months of 1858 the
postage stamps were cancelled
by a pen-and-ink cross and the
postmark of the office of origin
was on the back of the
envelope. Post offices in more
important towns and cities had
receiving marks which were
struck on the front of the

'.

Fig. 6

envelopes. This is illustrated
by an example of a cover sent
from Pernau on 4 January
1858 to Reval, where it arrived
on 5 January 1858 (until now
this is the earliest known cover
franked with postage stamps
from the area of today’s
Estonia) (Fig. 6).
The rules regarding the
cancelling of postage stamps
were changed by Order
No. 138 of the main postal
administration dated

26 February 1858, which
stated that cancellation by pen
-and-ink had proved to be
somewhat inconvenient, [13]
and that until the introduction
of special postmarks, the
postage stamps should be
cancelled by postmarks
indicating the place of origin
and date of handling of the
item of mail.[14] From the end
of February 1858 the
cancelling of postage stamps
with postmarks was thus
mandatory.
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However, not all post stations
had such cancellations. One
illustration is the station of
Turpel which, as far as is
known today, was opened in
1855. The only pre-philatelic
marking known on items of
mail from this station is the
negative seal of the station,
which has not previously been
shown in literature (Fig. 7).
It would seem that this seal
was not used to cancel postage
stamps which were still
cancelled by pen-and-ink
cross.
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Fig. 7
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When this was noticed upon
arrival at a more important
post office, the stamps were
cancelled with the receiving
postmark (
).
In order to respect the rules as
far as possible, the post station
put a manuscript marking on
the back of the envelope in
order to indicate the place and
date of origin.
Fig. 8 shows such a domestic
letter of the second weight step
up 2 lots, franked with 20k.
The back shows a manuscript
marking of T P E Ь (Turpel)
of 18 March 1858, which has
not previously been illustrated
in literature. The postage
stamps were cancelled twice,
first by a cross in ink and then
upon arrival by the receiving
postmark (
) of
Reval dated 19 March 1858.
It is relatively difficult to
decipher the manuscript
marking. On the back of the
cover, the seal of the Budberg
and Boenningshausen family
who owned the Wannamois
manor, situated half way
between the post stations of
Leal and Turpel, gives a first
indication.

Fig. 8
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A second example of a
manuscript marking on a
cover on which the stamp has
been cancelled by a dotted
numeral cancellation shows
that it actually is Turpel.

cf'"l'·l'U·tJ r-'/J, , '

1

,\L'

Fig. 9 shows a domestic letter
of the first weight step,
franked with a 10k stamp
cancelled by the dotted
numeral cancellation 384 of
Ь (Turpel). The
manuscript marking dated
16 March 1863 is on the back
of the envelope.
Dotted numeral cancellations
were introduced by regulation
No. 147, dated 31 May 1858 for
provincial and regional post
offices, and No. 157, dated
17 August 1858 for post
stations and other postal
establishments.[15] However
these cancellers were only
supplied to the post offices
over a period of time and one
may assume that some of the
post stations only received
their cancellers at the
beginning of 1859.
So, what happened if the new
canceller had not yet arrived
and the previous pre-philatelic
postmark was no longer in
use? The only means to cancel
postage stamps was in ink.[16]
A handwritten cross was
however no longer sufficient,
as the cancellation had to
include the place and date of
origin. The possible ways to
cancel stamps may be
illustrated with the example of
Moiseküll (Moizekyul).

.
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Fig. 9
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Fig.

This can only be illustrated
by a picture taken from the
Krötzsch handbook (Fig. 10).
[17]

First the pre-philatelic
postmark of Moizekyul with
manuscript date was used.

t414 j'/1( /,

postmark was used, but it was
certainly not used after the end
of 1858 or the beginning of
1859.

It is unfortunately not possible
to know until when exactly this
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Fig. 11 shows a domestic letter
of the first weight step,
franked with a 10k stamp
which has been cancelled
by the two-line manuscript
marking of Moiseküll
(Moizekyul) dated 13 February
1859. It was sent to Pernau
where it arrived on
1? February 1859.
This is, currently, the only
known example of such a
marking used to cancel a
postage stamp on any item of
mail used in the territory of
today’s Estonia. For
Moizekyul, it is also the latest
possible date, because one day
later the station used the
dotted numeral cancellation
398.
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Fig. 11
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Fig. 12 shows a domestic letter
of the first weight step,
franked with a 10k stamp
which has been cancelled by
dotted numeral cancellation
398 of
Ю Ь
(Moizekyul).
The manuscript marking dated
14 February 1859 (same
handwriting as in Fig. 11) is on
the back of the cover which
was sent to Pernau where it
arrived on 15 February 1859.
To conclude on the general
findings, even after the
introduction of dotted numeral
cancellations, post stations
used their pre-philatelic
postmarks on the backs of the
items of mail to indicate the
place and date of origin, which
was quite usual in the Estonian
and Livonian gubernii. If such
postmarks were not available,
and as long as the new
standard post station marks
had not been delivered, one
either did not mark the place
and date of origin at all, which
was contrary to the rules, or
one used manuscript
markings.
Once the dotted numeral
cancellation was available at
the post station, its use was
mandatory for the cancelling
of postage stamps. Other
means of cancellation were
contrary to the rules and
should be extremely rare.[18]
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The dotted numeral
cancellations were also
sometimes used on official or
church mail which was carried
free of postage.
Some of these manuscript
markings are shown here,
most of which have not
previously been illustrated in
literature.
Fig. 13 shows a domestic letter
of the first weight step,
franked with a 10k stamp
which has been cancelled by
dotted numeral cancellation
394 of
Ъ (Kurkund)
and next to it a manuscript
marking of 10 December 1858
(illustrated for the first time).
The letter was sent to Dorpat
where it arrived on
15 December 1858.

Fig. 13
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Fig. 14 shows an official letter
sent free of postage from
А
Ъ (Iggafer) with a
manuscript marking dated
23 September 1864 (illustrated
for the first time). The letter
was sent via Dorpat to Kurista.
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Fig. 14
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Fig. 15 shows another official
letter sent free of postage from
EA Ь (Leal) with the dotted
numeral cancellation 377 and
with, on its back, a manuscript
marking dated 17 December
1869. This is two years earlier
than the example illustrated as
H/O 30:3.

..•..• .
<

Fig. 15
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Fig. 16 shows a postal
stationery envelope for
domestic use of the first weight
step, which has been cancelled
by dotted numeral cancellation
371 of А
Ь (Vargel) and,
on the back, a manuscript
marking of 3 January 1870
(illustrated for the first time).
The letter was sent to Walk
(Valk) where it arrived on
15 January 1870.

Fig. 16
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The last cover shown (Fig. 17)
illustrates that this practice
also existed in the territory of
today’s Latvia.
It is a domestic letter of the
first weight step, franked with
a 10k stamp which has been
cancelled by dotted numeral
cancellation 402 of
А
Ъ (Ranzen). On the
back there is a manuscript
marking of 10 December 1862
(HvH VR-31-01).[19]
The letter was sent to Pernau
where a receiving mark was
applied on 10 December 1862.
As a general conclusion, it
appears to be very important
to inspect carefully the backs
of letters with dotted numeral
cancellations.
There are certainly more
discoveries to be made.
Further research is necessary
in order to identify other
manuscript markings and the
author would be delighted to
receive further information
and illustrations of items with
such markings.
I may be reached at the
following email address:
hwestendorf@gmx.net

Fig. 17
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Mongolia — From Genghis Khan to the People’s Republic. Postal History, Postmarks
and Postage Stamps (XIIIth century to
)
Dr Wilhelm Grundmann
Introduction
At many of the international
exhibitions in which I have
participated [ ] I was often
asked why I collect old
Mongolian postage stamps;
where is Mongolia and what is
known about the postal history
of Mongolia?
This article is based on my
presentation to the BSRP
Annual Meeting on October
and some parts of my
exhibit “Mongolia – Land of
Genghis Khan. Post offices and
postmarks
- 9 9” [ ].
Personal observations
I first visited Mongolia – the
only state of nomads in the
world – more than
years
ago (
) as a member of a
student group from the former
German Democratic Republic
(GDR) which started a project
to help in cleaning up the
tremendous damage caused by
a disastrous flood in the
Mongolian capital at
Ulaanbaatar (Mongolian for
Ulanbator).
The experience of my first
visit led to a kind of special
relationship with this very
remote, unique and exotic
country.
was also the year when I
began to collect sporadically
Mongolian stamps. Until then,
I had collected Chinese stamps
for many years.

When a friend and colleague, a
professional philatelist, saw
my Mongolian covers and
stamps at the end of
he
encouraged me to write an
article about the history of
Mongolian stamps and to
continue to extend my own
stamp collection.
General remarks on
Mongolia
If one deals with Mongolian
postal history one has to
understand its topography
and fascinating history.
Even in the mids
Mongolia was extremely
backward and
underdeveloped.
Today, the country is still
among the most sparsely
populated countries in the
world. In January
the
three millionth citizen, a girl
from the South Gobi, was
born.
The whole territory of
Mongolia ( ,
million
square kilometres, th largest
country in the world) would
cover most of Western Europe,
and four and a half times the
territory of Germany.
Mongolia is a landlocked
country, sandwiched between
its neighbours Russia and
China. The total length of its
borders amounts to ,
km,
of which ,
km border
Russia and ,
km China.

The largest north-south
distance is ,
km and the
largest east-west distance is
,
km.
Mongolia is a mountainous
country, with an average
elevation of ,
m above sea
level. It has a dry continental
climate with extreme daily and
seasonal variations in
temperature from
to
degrees (during the day it can
be very warm and during the
night bitterly cold). As far as
temperature is concerned,
Ulanbator is the coldest capital
in the world.
The roads of Mongolia, even in
the capital city of Ulanbator,
often lack names, making
navigation difficult and street
addresses unreliable and very
hard to find. To make matters
even more complicated, about
% of the country's residents
are nomadic, with no
permanent homes. All of that
means it can often be
incredibly challenging for the
Mongolian postal service to
locate people in order to
deliver mail.
In the past and even today
most of the Mongols did not
need postage stamps. All
kinds of information,
including family news had
always been privately handled
with the help of relatives,
friends or other persons. Only
official institutions, the stamp
market and foreigners needed
and used postage stamps.
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It is not exactly known when
Mongols began to write letters
to each other. There was no
direct postal delivery system as
we know it: there was no
postman in the traditional
sense, no address system, no
street names (only boulevards
or avenues, like Chinggis Khan
or Peace Avenues) and no
letter boxes in the living
quarters. Many residents have
a Post Office box number and
must go to the main post office
to pick up their mail.
One can imagine how difficult
it was and is to find a person
or families in the large areas of
grassland, steppes and deserts
since a third of all Mongols live
as nomads, so that they
relocate their movable houses
(yurts) several times a year.
They learned to survive in
harmony with nature. If you
visit the countryside your
driver will always find the
correct orientation by
landmarks (mountains, hills,
valleys, rivers, rocks,
telephone lines, in the vicinity
of a filling station or near the
Internet café, opposite the
market, nearby the shop and
so on.
In
Mongolia started with
assistance from the UK to
introduce a new highly
sophisticated address system.
The implementation of this
project will take some time.
(I personally made an
experiment: In the spring of
I sent a letter from
Germany to the home address
of a friend in Ulanbator. He
received this letter after
days. It arrived after days in

Ulanbator, but it took another
days from the Chinggis Khan
airport at Ulanbator to the
apartment of the friend in the
city of Ulanbator.)
Historic background
The roots of the Mongolian
postal service reach far back to
ancient times. It is one of the
oldest postal services in the
world. There are historic
references that postal and
communication contacts on
the territory of today’s
Mongolia existed between the
former Empire of the Huns
(Hunnu Empire) and the Han
Dynasty. In ancient times,
mounted couriers were
deployed in order to dispatch
messages between the former
empires and kingdoms or to
deliver important information
during armed hostilities and
warlike conflicts between the
various nomadic tribes and
clans.

An overland postal service,
called the “urgyn ula” in
Mongolian, existed until the
XIIth century on the territory
of today’s Mongolia. Every
express mounted messenger
had the right to replace
without hindrance his tired
horse with a fresh horse from a
herd of horses. This caused a
lot of stress and was
burdensome for the local
population.
At the beginning of the XIIIth
century the Mongols — under
the leadership of Temujin,
later called Genghis Khan
(Mongolian Chinggis Khan
) — entered the stage
of world history. The “Khan of
all khans” united the
Mongolian tribes and clans
into the “Great Mongol State”
in
(
years ago)
Figs. a, b, c, d.

At the beginning of the XIIIth century — the first appearance
of the Mongols on the stage of world history.
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Fig. 1a: Chinggis Khan (1162 - 1227) “Man of the Millennium” (1999).
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Faces of Chinggis Khan
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Fig. 1b: 800th anniversary of coronation as khan (1189), Stamp World
London ’90.
800th anniversary of the foundation
of the “Great Mongol State” (1206)
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Fig. 1c: Chinggis Khan (1162 - 1227) was one of the greatest military
strategists in world history.
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urton service (a horseexchange point), which
maintained communications
between Asia and Europe. It
found its way into literature as
“örtöö” (in Mongolian),
“urton” (in Russian),
“yizhan” (in Chinese) or “yam”
in Western literature (Fig. ).

Fig. 1d: Chinggis Khan (1162 - 1227) — in white clothes surrounded by
his nine most loyal generals at the head of the Mongol army.

He created one of the most
effective information and
courier systems of that time.
The legislation (laws and
practices) enacted by Genghis
Khan under the name “Great
Jasaq” mentions:
“Relay postal services with
permanent operations should
be established to enable the
ruler to speedily attend to
various affairs taking place
along this vast land”. [ ]
Under the command of Jelme,
one of his most loyal and able
generals, a special unit of socalled “Arrow Messengers”
had been formed in order to
dispatch orders of the Khan as
well as urgent messages not
only of a military character to
the most distant corners of the
Empire.
Genghis Khan ordered
civilians to supply envoys
bearing silver or gold tablets
of requisition, the so-called
“paiza”, with whatever fresh

horses and provisions they
needed. Only those with an
official “paiza” were to use the
road system, but those
carrying military intelligence
or valuable goods for the
Emperor were allowed to use
the road system even without a
“paiza”.
It is interesting that such a
“paiza” from Genghis Khan’s
time has been presented by
Mongolia as a gift to the
United Nations (Fig. ).
With the increasing conquests
of very large territories by the
Mongols and the creation and
administration of the Mongol
Empire – the largest
contiguous Empire in world
history – the building and
securing of more effective
postal communications was of
utmost importance. In the
year
Chinggis Khan's
successor and third son Ögedei
Khan (
) founded a
very fast and reliable working
postal relay system — the

In “The Secret History of
Mongols” (c.
) Ögedei
Khan looked on as his second
deed, “made one to establish
post stations for that our
messengers, hasting on the
way, make speed, and again
for that make (them) to
convey our needs and
necessities”. [ ]
At a distance of approximately
- km ( - miles) apart,
relay stations with attached
households were set up on
clearly defined routes. There
the post-riders were provided
by the nearby civilian
population with fresh and fast
horses, food and
accommodation without any
compensation. The local
people of the post stations had
to guarantee that the official
correspondence was
dispatched very quickly and
safely to the next relay station.
The post-riders of that time
galloped at high speed day and
night and had to be able to
cover
km and more. In
very urgent cases the express
messengers covered a distance
of up to
km in one day. If
a delay occurred both the
courier and the person
responsible for this service
were punished. Today it is
unbelievable that the message
from the Mongolian
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the Mongol express messenger.
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Fig. 2: Mongolia, 2011: souvenir sheet commemorating the centenary of the contemporary Diplomatic Service
of Mongolia (SG).
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Fig. 3: Ögedai Khan (1186-1241) — Founder of the Mongolian postal
relay system (1235).
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Karakorum about the death of
the Great Khan Ögedei in
reached Batu Khan and his
armies in Europe after only
two weeks despite the distance
of several thousand
kilometres.
The famous Venetian
merchant Marco Polo who
travelled in Kublai's China
(
), (Figs. a and b)
described and praised the
urton postal service during the
reign of the founder of the
Yuan Dynasty, Great Khan
Kublai Khan, with the
following words:
“When one of the Great Khan's
messengers sets out along any
of these roads, he has only to
go twenty-five miles and there
he finds a posting station,
which in their language is
called yamb and in our
language may be rendered
'horse post'.”
These post stations were set up
“even in the out-of-the-way
country, but here the stages
are thirty-five miles apart and
in some cases over forty
miles.” That meant these posts
existed “throughout all the
provinces and kingdoms of the
Great Khan's empire”.
According to an account by
Marco Polo “the posts
themselves number more than
,
posts” and “more than
,
horses are stabled at
these posts for the special use
of these messengers”. [ ]
A number of scholars (i.a. Prof.
B. Rinchen – one of the most
famous scholars of Mongolia)
have pointed out that in the

course of history “the
magnificent organisation of
the Mongol Empire postal
service… aroused great
interest among
representatives of the most
distant lands in Europe and
Asia, and enriched the
dictionaries of many peoples
with Mongol postal
expressions” [ ] (Russia,
Eastern Europe, Persia,
Central Asia and China).
From the time of the Mongol
Empire only the diplomatic
correspondence between
Mongolian khans and the
popes and European kings
from
until
survived.
[ ] The
-line letter from Il
Khan Arghun to Philip the Fair
of France (
) is kept in the
Archives of France. The
original copy of the letter sent
by Il Khan Ulziit to Philip the
Fair (
) is displayed in the
National Museum of Mongolia
in Ulanbator.
From the philatelic point of
view particularly interesting is
the seal of the Great Khan
Güyük (
) in classical
Mongolian script on a letter
from November
addressed to Pope Innocent IV
(
) which can be
found in the Secret Archives of
the Vatican. It has been
printed on modern Mongolian
postage stamps, souvenir
sheets and special covers as
“Seals of the Khans” (Fig. ).
In the period of the Ming
Dynasty (
) the farreaching postal network could
not be preserved and
essentially ceased to exist

because of internecine warfare
between the Mongol feudal
lords. The development of the
Mongol postal service took a
step backward when the old
“urgyn ula” system was
reinstated.
During the rule of the Qing
Dynasty (
) the urton
postal-relay stations were
restored and in the XIXth
century the number of post
stations on the territory of
Outer Mongolia had been
enlarged to
. Only very few
letters from the Khans, highranking lords and nobles of the
four “aimags” of Outer
Mongolia have survived.
Instead of postage stamps they
used their own seals and
symbols. [ ]
While in
Great Britain
issued the “Penny Black” the
first postage stamp of the
world, between
and
seven missionary letters –
known as French missionary
mail — were carried outside
the postal network. Most
probably, missionaries
brought them from Inner
Mongolia to Chinese ports.
There French travellers
returning by ship to France
were entrusted to dispatch the
missionary letters. Few of
them were posted in Paris. [ ]
Also in the XIXth century some
of the dispatches and covers
were sent by the traditional
Mongolian “urton” postal
service and are preserved until
today. The letters were
classified as very urgent,
urgent and ordinary, and
grouped as official, religious
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Issue of the Vatican (1996) on the occasion of the
700th anniversary of the return of Marco Polo from China (1295)
700° ..\ll111V€12S..\RIO Oel 121to12no o, m..\RCO polo oaLL\ Cln..\

~~~~a~~+~•~•~•~•~•

Marco Polo — Special issue for
his 700th birth anniversary 1954).

700' ANNIVERSARIO DEL RJTORNO
DI MARCO POLO DALLA CINA

~

~

GP.3/1996

Marco Polo hands over to Kublai
Khan a letter from Pope Gregory X.

Fig. 4a
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The great Kublai Khan
(1215-1294), grandson of
Chinggis Khan — founder of the
Yuan Dynasty (1279 - 1368).
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On the occasion of the 800th birth
anniversary of Kublai Khan (1215).
(In 2015 the Mongol Post Office
issued one sheet, four stamps and
two special cards.)

Fig. 4b

Fig. 5: Registered cover from ULANBATOR, Mongolia (7 June 2013) to
Beijing, China (24 June 2013). On the left side of the cover there is the
red Seal of the Great Khan GÜYÜK (1206-1248) — the left stamp in the
second row out of a horizontal se-tenant strip of 5 — “Khans of the
Mongol Empire” (Mongolia 1997, SG, Nos.2619/23).
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and for saints. On the basis of
such groupings the size, the
style, the colour, the material
of the cover, the forms of
writing and the content varied
greatly from each other. The
drawings of hooves in all four
corners of the envelope with
the engraved inscriptions
“gallop” or “race as fast as a
horse” underlined the urgent
delivery. The drawing of “a
bird feather” or of a bird
holding an envelope in its beak
with words such as “fly, fly and
fly like this” indicated the
extreme urgency. There were
also covers with an affixed
bird’s feather and the words
“most urgent, without delay”.
[

]

The drawing of the four hooves
was first shown in the first
Mongolian Postage Stamp
Catalogue by Chuluungombo
(
). [ ]
Only a small number of these
traditional letters have
survived in private hands. The
oldest known “express” letters
are dated
(ex-B.
Wallberg, Sweden collection)
and
(Enkhbat
Chuluundorj collection )
(Fig. ).
The traditional Urton postal
service continued its operation
even after the establishment of
a modern postal system in
Mongolia until
. But its
impact and significance
decreased over the years. The
growing use of motor vehicles,
and the introduction of new
techniques and technologies in
the postal sector put an end to
the old relay service and the

Bird with letter in its beak means “urgent
delivery”.
Beneath the bird there are the words
“Fly, fly and fly like this”.
, , , Hooves in the four corners with
the inscription “Race as fast as a horse”.
Fig. 6: Early “express” letter with drawings of hooves in the
four corners and of a bird (14. Dec. 1883). Courtesy
Enkhbat Chuluundorj, Mongolia. (See his book: “Postal
History of Mongolia. 1841-1937”, Ulaanbaatar 2013, p. 20).
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Mongolia under Chinese rule around 1860
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Fig. 7: From 1911 until 1922 the Mongolian territories were divided into four parts. Inner Mongolia and the
Sharasume province of the Altai region were integrated into China (yellow), while Urianghai (later Tannu
Tuva) was annexed by Russia (red). In 1924 Outer Mongolia (blue) became the Mongolian People's Republic
and since 1992 has been known as Mongolia.
[S. D. Tschilinghirian, W. S. E. Stephen “Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad” Part Four, the British
Journal of Russian Philately, Abelour 1959, p.300]

famous Mongolian post riders.
From the second half of the
XIXth century the special
characteristic in the
development of the postal
service in Outer Mongolia was
based on agreements reached
through bilateral treaties with
its neighbours Russia and
China (
,
and
)
which established the official
postal routes and put into
operation the first post offices.
The main postal route between
the two countries (Russia and
China) ran across the
Mongolian territories on the
legendary “Big Tea Road” or
“Big Caravan Road” from

Peking to Kalgan (directly
located on the Great Wall of
China) through the Gobi desert
to Urga (capital of Outer
Mongolia) – up to Kyakhta (at
the Mongolian-Russian border
town, also known as the “Buyand Sell-City” and onward.
Activities of Russian post
offices and their
postmarks (
)
Russia was the first country to
establish a modern postal
service in Mongolia. Bilateral
treaties with Imperial China
gave the opportunity for
Tsarist Russia to organise a

postal route KYAKHTAURGA-KALGAN-PEKINGTIENTSIN along the famous
“Caravan Route” (with
postal relay stations up to the
Chinese capital). This route
was used by the Russian
Consular Postal Service from
, by the private Russian
Merchant’s Guild Postal
Service from
and after
joining the Universal Postal
Union (UPU) in
by the
Russian Imperial Post. [ ]
The “Mongolian Post” (as
the Russians called it) was
organised into three
categories: the light post
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Russian Post Office

n

ongoha, 1861-1920

KЯXTA
26
MAP
1878

Russia
Mondy
Kosh-Agach
Sharasume

Ulankom

Khatkhyl

Kobdo

Irkutsk

KYAKHTA

• Chita

Verkhne Udinsk
Troitskosavsk

Manchouli

Uliasutai

Harbin

URGA

“KYAKHTA”
circular
datestamp

1875 issue
8k

Tsain-Shabi
Sair-Ussu

Changchun
KALGAN

•

Peking

• Mukden

Tientsin

Wolfgang C Hellrigi “The Postal History of Mongolia 1841-1941”
The Royal Philatelic Society, London 2011, p.37

Fig. 8: (ex-collection “Mongolia — Land of Genghis Khan. Post offices
and postmarks 1878-1939” by Dr Wilhelm Grundmann,
“MULTILATERALE HERTOGPOST 2017”, ´s-Hertogenbosch,
Netherlands, 25-27 August 2017), p.3.

(for letters, newspapers), a
heavy post (for weighty
packages) and a special post
(for urgent mail). From
Kyakhta to Tientsin the light
post was carried by a post rider
on horseback four times a
month each way, the heavy
post was sent by camel caravan
with a mounted Cossack
guard, once a month. By
delivery of light post had
increased up to times a
month. The charge for an
ordinary letter was
kopeks.
The light post took days or
more and the heavy post about
km
weeks [ ] on this ,
postal route from Kyakhta to
Tientsin. The extreme climatic
conditions, especially during
the crossing of the Gobi desert,
as well as well-organised
armed bandit groups were the
greatest challenges on this very
long postal route (Fig ).

In URGA (today Ulanbator) as
the Europeans called the
capital of Outer Mongolia, the
Russian Imperial Post opened
its first post office in Mongolia

1875 issue
14k

“KALGAN”
double-oval
datestamp

Main postal route
Mongolian portion
KYAKHTAURGA

11 post stations
(340 km)

URGAKALGAN

34 post stations
(960 km)

KYAKHTAKALGAN

45 post stations
(1,300 km)

in
. The first Russian
covers in Outer Mongolia were
sent in
from Urga via
Kalgan to Peking (Fig. ).

On the reverse
are a 1k, 5k and
10k of the
Russian 1875
issue tied by penand-ink crosses.
(ex-Meiso
Mizuhara:
The Exhibition
Collections,
Mongolia, SPINK
auction on
23 January 2011,
p.9).

Fig. 9: The earliest stamped cover from the Russian Postal Service in
Outer Mongolia and the only three-colour franking with pen cancellation
(1878). A red band cover from URGA (30 January 1878) to Peking
(19 February 1878).
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Sample

At the beginning (
/ ) the
ordinary Russian postage
stamps used mostly on red
band covers were cancelled by
single or crossed pen-and-ink
strokes as well as by single-line
Cyrillic “URGA” imprints;
from
to
with the
famous double oval
datestamps and from
to
with different types of
circular and double-ring
datestamps.
(Figs. , , and )

“URGA”
dispatch datestamp
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Fig. 10: Red band cover from URGA (8 Dec. 1884) to PEKING, China
(18 Jan. 1885).
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1879

URGA

The earliest Russian URGA postmark, the only one so far recorded on piece.

ex. Ustinovsky
collection

A single-line handstamp (16 x 8
mm) with the place-name
“
” in Cyrillic script, struck
in red on a piece of a cover with a
Russian 8k stamp (carmine &
grey, on horizontally laid paper)
from the “Arms” issue of 1875.

8k was the correct rate for an
ordinary letter from Russia sent
abroad from June 1875 to March
1879. On 20 March 1879 new
postage rates were introduced in
Russia: 7k for a letter up to 1 lot
(12·8g) in weight.

This first Russian “URGA” postmark had probably been used earlier than this at the Russian post office in
Urga. Although no covers have yet been seen, it had possibly been used as a postal marking by the Russian
Tea Merchants’ Private Post (1863-64) which was later absorbed by the Russian postal service in Outer
Mongolia.
The earliest cover with this postmark so far recorded was sent from URGA (19 April 1879) via KALGAN (on
the Great Wall of China) to Waikwan, PEKING (15 May 1879). It was franked with a pair of Russian 8k
stamps of the 1875 issue. To the right of the URGA mark a hardly recognisable reddish box-shaped outline
can be seen, which could initially have been used to enter the weight of the letter and the postal charges
paid. (M. MIZUHARA: The Exhibitions Mongolia, SPINK Auction, Hong Kong, 23 January 2011, p.10)
Double-oval postmarks

Sample

Pen-and-ink cross
(1878-1880)

Sample

Sample

(month at bottom)

28.06.1880-08.10.1880

handwritten “урга”, 1879

+--

Sample

(month at top)

18.12.1880-18.08.1884
2x-xl-1883

Variety – “IIII” was
used instead of the
Roman “IV”.

18-VIII-1882

Sample

(year omitted)

18.11.1884-29.04.1995
10-I-18xx

Fig. 11
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28-IIII-18xx

Sample

1. “URGA” — double-ring postmark with serial letter “a” (1909-1913)
Diameter of rings 29 and 18½ mm. Country- and place-name (Cyrillic) “
Ъ
I /
. . .” (URGA IN MONGOLIA / FOREIGN POST OFFICE) between
the rings. Height of lettering 3½ mm., bridge 12 mm. with single-line date in Arabic
numerals in the centre. Cyrillic serial letter “a” at lower right, two star ornaments at
lower left.

Used
18.05.1909 21.09.1913

18-7-1909

20-6-1912

19-10-1909

Sample

2. “URGA” – double-ring postmark with serial letter “b” (1912-1918)

On stamps of the “Romanov” issue (1913)

-2-11-1913

12-12-1913

14-12-1913

Latest date of
use recorded by
Hellrigl
25.02.1918

Later date of use

Used
13.10.191225.02.1918

Diameter of rings 29 and 20 mm. Country- and place-name (Cyrillic) “
Ъ
I ” (URGA IN MONGOLIA) between the rings. Height of lettering 3 mm,
bridge 12 mm with single-line date in Arabic numerals in the centre. Cyrillic serial
letter “б” (be) at lower right, two star ornaments at lower left.

15-11-1914

-5-3-1918

Diameter of rings 29 and 18½ mm. Country- and place-name (Cyrillic) “
Ъ
I ” (Urga in Mongolia) between the rings. Height of lettering 3½ mm., bridge
11½ mm. with single-line date in Arabic numerals in the centre. Cyrillic serial letter
“в” (ve) at lower right, two star ornaments at lower left.
. ·.,
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12-12-1913

14-12-1913
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---

-

.

.- .

15-11-1914

Later date of use: after the Russian “October Revolution” of 1917
(25 October Old Style, 7 November New Style)
(The latest date of use as recorded by Hellrigl is 26.8.1917)
Fig. 12
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Sample

3. “URGA” – double-ring postmark with serial letter “ve” (1914-1917)

Used
16.04.191426.08.1917

Fig. 13: Red band cover from URGA (28 Sept. 1909) to KALGAN, China
(5 Oct. 1909). One of the few covers from URGA with the red overprint
“KITAI” (China).

On
December
the
independence of Outer
Mongolia from the Qing
Dynasty was declared. Bogdo
Gegeen (referred to as the
“Living Buddha”) was
“elevated by all” to a religious
and secular ruler, as Khan of
Mongolia. In
Russia and
autonomous Mongolia signed
the Treaty of Urga, which
granted the Tsarist
government full rights to open
post offices and to conduct
postal activities in Outer
Mongolia without any
limitation. Until
there
were officially Russian post
offices or bureaus in Outer
Mongolia.

Individual covers from the
Russian post office branches at
Kobdo, Sharasume, TsainShabi and Uliasutai were given
special attention in the
philatelic world because of
their rarity. Not much is
known about the activities of
postal agencies in Ulankom,
Khatkhyl and Khanginsk.
Covers or individual postage
stamps with genuine
cancellations are extremely
rare (Fig. ). There are only
very few double-ring
datestamps on “URGA” covers
with “Romanov” stamps that
are known to exist. The
Russian post offices in Outer
Mongolia were officially closed
by the end of
.

The book “Stamps of the
Russian Empire Used Abroad”
by S. D. Tchilinghirian and W.
S. E. Stephen is one of the
fundamental works on postal
history of the Russian period
in Mongolia. [ ]
The Russian Revolution of
and the Civil War heavily
influenced the Russian postal
service in Outer Mongolia and
led to its suspension. There is
no evidence of covers with
Cyrillic cancellations from
Urga and other provincial post
offices from between April
and July
.
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Eight Russian provincial post offices were opened in Outer Mongolia between 1912 and 1918. They had the
status of branch offices or agencies. Only a very few covers and used stamps have survived from KOBDO and
SHARASUME; no covers have yet been recorded from ULANKOM. Beckeman, Mizuhara, Casey, Wei Gang
and Hellrigl show individual examples of these covers. In c.1919 SHARASUME was annexed by the Chinese
province of Sinkiang. All Russian post offices in Outer Mongolia ceased to operate in late 1920.
Postmark Varieties

Sample

ex Mizuhara collection

KOBDO
Double-ring postmark, outer
ring 27 mm, inner ring 18
mm. Cyrillic inscription
“KOBDO (IN MONGOLIA)”.
Single-line date in Arabic
numerals in the centre, serial
letter “be” and two star
ornaments at the bottom.

15.10.1917

Used
20.01.1916 –
28.01.1918
Only four covers
have so far been
seen with this
postmark.

KOBDO (
in Russian), the main town in western Outer Mongolia (approx. 1,550 km. west of Urga, the
capital), was at the junction of important trade routes to Siberia and Sinkiang. From 1863 a postal route from
Kobdo via Uliasutai and Sair-Ussu provided a connection with the main postal route operated by the
“Merchants’ Guild” between Kyakhta and Kalgan. A Russian post office was opened and was in operation
between 1913 and late 1920. The earliest Kobdo postmark so far recorded has the date “-2.12.1915”. There
was a regular postal service to the nearest Russian frontier post office at Kosh Agach. In 1915 a telegraph line
was established between the two places. Only Russian stamps were used at the Kobdo post office. Individual
covers were first recorded in the Russell, Snegireff and Tolman collections.
SHARASUME
Used
31.07.1915 –
16.10.1919

Sample

With serial
letter “be”

Russian 7k
stamp with
black
“KITAI”
overprint

Variety
Double-ring postmark on a
Chinese 2G “Junk” stamp
with black Chinese overprint
“Only for use in Sinkiang”.

SHARASUME (Ш
Э in Russian), situated in the Altai region approx. 2,000 km. west of Urga. In
the “Russian Postal Guide” of 1914 Sharasume is shown as having a post office. An opening date is not known.
No postmarks have so far been recorded with dates before 1914 or after 1919. Mail from Sharasume, approx.
200 km from the Siberian border, was carried on horseback to the nearest post office in Russian territory
(usually Kosh-Agach). Normally only Russian stamps were used. However, covers are known which have
mixed frankings of Russian stamps and Chinese stamps with the “SINKIANG” overprint, cancelled with a
Russian double-ring “SHARASUME” postmark.
ULANKOM
Only a registered newspaper wrapper
has so far been recorded from the
Russian post office at ULANKOM,
dated 23.05.1917.

The existence of a post office at
ULANKOM (
Ъ in Russian)
was first recorded in an addendum to the
“Russian Postal Guide” of 1917.
Sample
with serial
letter “a”
Fig. 14
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Activities of the Chinese
post offices and their
postmarks (
)
China had a system of postal
communication that was
already ancient during the
time of Marco Polo in the th
century. The official Chinese
government service I-CHAN
with its mounted couriers
carrying official and other
important mail, and private
letter companies (“hongs”)
known collectively as the
Min-Hsin-Chu (shortened to
MIN-CHU), dealing with
ordinary mail, also operated
in Outer Mongolia. [ ]

In
the postal
administration of the Qing
Dynasty, which had been
established in
, decided
to expand the Chinese postal
route into Outer Mongolia
aiming to break the postal
monopoly of Russia there.
On December
, the year
of the rooster ( January
) the first Chinese post
office was opened in URGA.
This is also the date of the first
covers of the Chinese postal
service in Outer Mongolia
(Figs. and ).

“First Day” Cover of the Chinese Postal Service in Outer Mongolia

Fig. 15: Red band cover from KULUN (Urga) (4 Dec. 1909/14 Jan. 1910)
to KALGAN, China (22 Jan. 1910). 4c ordinary letter rate.
Monolingual trisected c.d.s. “MONGOLIA” above, year-month-day in
the centre, “KULUN” below.
(ex-Meiso Mizuhara: The Exhibition Collections, Mongolia, SPINK
Auction 23 January 2011, p.39).
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post station SAIR USSU and
the capital URGA to
KYACHTA on the RussianSiberian border. There was
also a northern postal route
along the Trans-Siberian
Railway through VERKHNEUDINSK, TSCHITA/Russia
and along the CHINESE
EASTERN RAILWAY (CER)
through MANCHOULI and
HARBIN/China. In the years
/ for a short time there
were also mail routes between
Tihwa (Sinkiang)-Sharasume
(Altai)-Kobdo (Western
Mongolia) and Tihwa-Kucheng
-Kobdo. [ a]

Fig. 16: Red band cover from “KULUN”, URGA (31 July 1919) to
KALGAN, China (11 Aug. 1919).

Mail was regularly dispatched
from KULUN (Chin. Urga) to
KALGAN, China, four times
per month, on the th, th, th
and th. Another Chinese
post office was opened in
KYACHTA on the SiberianRussian border in the autumn
of
. Much later, new post
offices were opened in
ULIASUTAI, KOBDO, UDDE,
CHAYINKULUN,
CHENGHWASZE
(Sharasume) and postal
agencies in SAIR USSU,
ULANGOM and ULIANHAI.
As of
there was a postal
branch office in the Chinese
district TUNGYINGTZE in the
east of Urga.
With regard to the
reorganisation of the postal
territory of China into postal

districts an exception was
made, that is, for Outer
Mongolia which was not
established as a separate
postal district. Until
it
officially belonged to Peking,
which as the capital of China
had its own postal district.
Based upon its status the
Chinese post office in KULUN
(Chin. Urga) was a main office
st class. Kiakhta, Kobdo and
Uliasutai were post offices
nd class and Chayinkulun and
Wuteh rd class with their own
monolingual and bilingual
circular datestamps.

The activities of the Chinese
postal service in Outer
Mongolia were recorded by red
band covers, mostly from Urga
to Kalgan or Peking as well as
by individual postage stamps
with an Urga cancellation.
Only very few covers from
Chinese provincial post offices
have survived. The Chinese
postal service ceased its
activities as of January/
February
. The majority
of covers are business letters
from Chinese merchants.
Covers (as of
) were dated
according to the MINGUO
calendar.
One of the most impressive
collections in this field is the
high award-winning collection
on the Chinese postal service
in Mongolia by Wei Gang
(China). [ ]

From
until
China
maintained its own “Chinese
post road”, mainly operated by
camel caravans from KALGAN
(on the Great Wall of China)
through the Gobi desert via the
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Activities of the
Mongolian post offices
and their postmarks
(
)
After the collapse of the Qing
Dynasty and the proclamation
of independence of Outer
Mongolia on
December
as well as during the
subsequent period of the
autonomous Mongolia under
the rule of the religious and
secular leader BOGD KHAAN
(
) (Fig. ) the
Mongols did not possess their
own postage stamps or
postmarks. Up to the early
s only Russian and
Chinese postage stamps were
used for postal exchanges
inland and abroad.

R 11111iimuimi1111m
Fig. 17: Bogd Khan (1870-1924) - spiritual and secular leader of
autonomous Outer Mongolia (1911 to 1919).

Widespread illiteracy as well
as the nomadic life in prerevolutionary Mongolia (prior
to
) represented a major
obstacle for the native
population to use letter mail.
During the “period without
postage stamps” Mongolian
noblemen often used seals
with the Soyombo symbol.
Similar seals were also used by
the sender in official
communications between
ministries and administrative
authorities.
The document shown in
Fig.
is based on the
quadrangular shape of the
medieval “Seal of the Khans”,
showing a red Soyombo seal,
placed on a letter or cover
from the period of BogdKhanat. It originates from the
territory where the ruler of the
Mongols, Genghis Khan (
) was born. It measures
. cm x . cm and is

Fig. 18: The Old Mongolian inscription of the Soyombo symbol reads as
follows: “Seal of the administrator of the Jonon Banner (administrative
unit) from the Khenti Aimag, Dadal Sum, Tsetsen Khan District”.

surrounded by a cm square
border frame. The centre
shows the medieval Soyombo
symbol flanked on both sides
with Old Mongolian script.
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Only after the expulsion of the
White Guards under UngernSternberg the Mongolian
partisan detachments under
Sukhe Baator with the strong
support of the Red Army
marched into the capital of
Outer Mongolia URGA
( July
), declared the
victory of the people's
revolution, established a
people's government
( July
) and set up a
constitutional monarchy
with the th Jebcundamba
Khutuktu – the “Living
Buddha” — as head. This
created favourable conditions
for the founding of Mongolia’s
own national postal service.
On July
a Post and
Telegraphs Directorate was
opened. In article of the
Friendship Treaty between
Soviet Russia and Outer
Mongolia of November
,
the Soviets guaranteed their
full support for the
establishment of a national
postal service.
During the “Interim” period
(
) no postage stamps
were available. At that time a
rectangular cachet with the
inscription “URGA” and for
the first time with the national
designation “MONGOLIA” was
used for daily mail only in
Urga. The required postage
rate ( C, C or C) was
added by a handwritten note.
In addition, the covers were
marked with a single-line
black Cyrillic handstamp
“ плачено” (= Paid) and
cancelled with one of the last
“URGA” double-ring
datestamps (serial letter “ve”)
from the Russian period in

Outer Mongolia. At a stamp
exhibition of the well-known
Japanese philatelist
M. Mizuhara in Ulanbator on
June
a FDC and a
special commemorative
postage stamp were issued,
which show a miniature of the
earliest stampless registered
from URGA ( August
)
to Harbin, China ( August
) (Fig. ). So far only
approximately
covers with
these special cancellations are
recorded. They are the
stampless forerunners of a
modern postal service in
independent Mongolia.
The famous Soviet philatelist
S. M. Blekhman published the
first standard work on the
postal history, postmarks and
postage stamps of the
Mongolian People’s Republic.
[ ]

According to Resolution No.
dated
November
the People's Government of
Outer Mongolia decided to
issue seven types of postage
stamps. After a delay of
several months the first
Mongolian postage stamps
were issued at the beginning of
August
, prior to the
proclamation of the People's
Republic ( November
),
and the adoption of the first
constitution and the renaming
of URGA to Ulanbator
(Fig. ).
The first issue of Mongolian
postage stamps is unique
because there was no reference
to the country name
“Mongolia” and to the native
currency. In addition the first

postage stamps were not used
by the Mongols themselves.
The initiator Bat-Ochir
Mandal worked as head of the
General Postal Letter and
Telegraph Commission
between
and
. The
Austrian L. Schonauer, a
former Russian prisoner of
war, is mentioned by the
Stanley Gibbons catalogue as
the designer of the first issue.
The first series included postal
miniatures of seven “growing”
postage stamps with values
from , , , , ,
Chinese
(cents) to (Chinese) dollar,
which means these stamps
increased in size according to
the face value from x
mm
( c) to
x
mm ($ ). Each
value differs in minor details
of the design. The central
motif is the symbol “Eldev
Ochir” or “Nasagdorj” (in the
West also known as “Sceptre of
Indra”) which figures two
ritual thunderbolts placed in a
crossed position inside
(Fig. ). It was seen as
symbol for unbreakable
toughness and unbeatable
strength. Today it is the
emblem of the Mongolian Post
Office.
This issue exists with different
perforations. The rarest stamp
is the dollar stamp with the
perforation . Very often
collectors find unused
perforated and imperforated
values except the c
additionally perforated across
the centre, mostly horizontally,
on the market. From the
philatelic point of view they
are invalid for postage,
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“Interim” period — the stampless period from 1922 to summer 1924

The only recorded example of
the small type “Paid”
(Sample)

Boxed “URGA” cachet with
space for manuscript of postal
value (Sample)
Fig. 19: Earliest known registered cover from URGA (17 Aug. 1922)
to HARBIN, China (31 Aug. 1922).

Mo~,...,,

(ex-Meiso Mizuhara: The Exhibition Collections Mongolia, SPINK
Auction 23 January 2011, p.87).

17 8~
~
-~

...
w

Double-ring c.d.s with serial “ve”
from the Russian Period
(Sample)
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Fig. 20: The only known souvenir in the format of a yurt on the occasion
of the 90th anniversary of the issue of the first Mongolian postage
stamps (2014).
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URGA
{ 21•9•H
I:>

J

MONS0LIA t>'
Sample

C:.p11e0Hble or11e1fi1

Fig. 21: Complete set of the first issue on the reverse side of a postal
form; the first year of Mongolian Post Office (23 May 1925).

they are waste paper. The c
to $ with circular marks in
black or in red inscribed
“SANGI” (= Official) are
revenue stamps and were used
mainly for fiscal purposes.
These overprinted stamps on
cover are extremely rare.
Double or triple printing,
imperforates, misplaced or
partial perforations are all
from printer's waste. Even if
the design (“Sceptre of Indra”),
the exact date of the first issue
( July or August
) and
the location of the first
printing (Moscow or

Shanghai) are now as before
disputable, it is widely
recognised among experts that
the earliest registered cover so
far recorded from Urga, tied by
stamps of the first issue, was
sent from Urga to Dresden,
Germany on
August
.
This cover belonged to the
famous Mongolia collections of
E. M. Tolman (USA) and
Meiso Mizuhara (Japan) and is
considered as the “First Day
Cover” of the MPR
(Mongolian People’s Republic)
(Fig. ).
It should be mentioned that

the first Mongolian postage
stamps were not used by the
Mongols themselves. They
were mainly needed for foreign
mail by firms and foreigners,
working and living in
Mongolia (Fig. ).
Even rarer are inland covers
from various provincial post
offices (Fig. ).
Up to now there is no evidence
that native Mongols
dispatched letters inland or
abroad in the early period of
Mongolian postage stamps.
Generally speaking it would be
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“First Day Cover” of the
Mongolian People’s Republic

Boxed datestamp
“URGA/MONGOLIA 23.8.24”

Earliest known rectangular
registration handstamp
“URGA MONG”
Fig. 22: Registered cover from URGA (23 Aug. 1924) to DRESDEN,
Germany (11 Sept. 1924). So far the earliest recorded cover bearing the
first issue of Mongolian stamps (1924).

Sample

ex-Meiso Mizuhara: The Exhibition Collections Mongolia, SPINK
Auction 23 January 2011, p.91.

l

URGA
Z7•9·H

!

~ MONGOLIA~

Sample

“URGA” dispatch
datestamp

“KALGAN”
arrival postmark

- . u.:.-.~"i'J-

.: ~CKn
Fig. 23: Cover from URGA (14 Nov. 1925) to KALGAN, China
(2 Dec. 1925).
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Sample

Sample

Sample
“VANGHURYE”
dispatch datestamp

MOH Cl 0\.1.t.

“VANGINHOORYE”
Registration handstamp

“ULANBATOR”
arrival postmark

Fig. 24: Inland cover from VANGHURYE (20 Sept. 1926) to ULAN
BATOR (23 Sept. 1926).

very interesting to know when
the Mongols themselves
started writing letters and
sending them by post.
After the remaining stocks of
the first stamps were used up,
the period of Mongolian
“postmark philately” began.
On
February
the
Mongolian Post Office issued
the second set of stamps. The
designer was the highly
respected Mongolian painter
B. Sharaw (one of his most
famous paintings is “One Day
in Mongolia”).
In
ordinary fiscal stamps
appeared with the “Soyombo”
symbol in different designs,
perforations and formats –
one of the oldest symbols of
Mongolia. [ ] The stamps were
overprinted by rectangular

“POSTAGE” handstamps in
purple and black. Overprints
in blue on single stamps and
all overprints in red on cover
have been found to be forged.
Many colour shades exist. The
different values vary in design
and size, the three high values
( c, $ and $ ) being larger.
On the basic stamps several
printings were made but only
one of the $ . There are many
colour shades. Papers vary
from white to grey, and also in
thickness.
All the numbers of copies
given in various publications
are far too high. The numbers
of the genuine “POSTAGE”
copies are substantially lower.
According to estimates by
some experts (A. Orth,
W. Hellrigl) only copies
were printed of each the
highest values ( c., and

dollars). Fiscal stamps were
rarely used as postage stamps
without the “POSTAGE”
overprint. Only a dozen
commercially used covers with
unoverprinted fiscal stamps of
low value ( c to c) have been
discovered, mostly from
Altanbulak. It is said that of a
fiscal stamp of
dollars —
without “POSTAGE” overprint
— only
copies were
printed. Allegedly only seven
copies have survived. They
were not used as postage
stamps.
The latest Stanley Gibbons
“Russia” catalogue stated that
only one rubber handstamp
was used and it quickly
deteriorated. Ten
characteristic stages of wear
are recognisable, culminating
in overprints with the thicker
frames and lettering that were
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formerly believed to be from a
second handstamp. [ ]

J. Loschnikoff and I. M.
Chtabinski were the most wellknown forgers. They produced
their own handstamp forgeries
and dispatched them abroad
between July and December
to stamp dealers in
Harbin, Moscow, London,
Paris and New York (Fig. ).

Expert certification for this set
is definitely needed. It is
regrettable that some auction
houses are offering and selling
forgeries, especially the high
values ( c, $ and $ ) which
bear the signatures and marks
of various “experts”, for large
sums of money. Unfortunately

I. M. CHTABINSKY
Ulan Ba or-(Urga)

,'I-:.

.

there is only a very small
group of reliable experts in the
world.
Other interesting fields of
Mongolian postal history are
incoming covers from abroad,
rare postcards and the special
handstamps on air mail
(Figs. , ,
and ).
After the introduction of the
new Mongolian currency
(tugrik and mung) in
the
third series of two definitive
stamps with the Soyombo
symbol, the first mentioning of
the country name
“MONGOLIA” in Latin script
and an indication of value
( mung and
mung) were
issued on November
(Fig. ).

Sample

There is no other Mongolian
stamp issue of which so many
forgeries are known. The
reason for this large number of
forgeries lies in the rarity of
the genuine stamps. Philatelic
demand for these stamps
increased as soon as the stock
was exhausted. This situation
was especially exploited during
/ by two successive
Russian postmasters at the
Ulanbator post office.

Some covers were even
backdated to June
.
Collectors are confronted with
many types of forgeries:
Firstly, the large group of
forged “POSTAGE”
handstamps only (i.a.
Loschnikoff, Chtabinski,
Golding, Altan Bulak (D.P.A.),
K. S. Yun) and secondly, both
fiscal stamps and “POSTAGE”
handstamps are forged (i.a.
“M. A. Refky“, Szekula). It is
painful for collectors to realise
that - % of all high values
are forged. [ ]

,:

Mongoll •
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Dispatch c.d.s.
“ULANBATOR” (11-XI-27)

~6'U'

.-1'~1/ae .
d/4ar,✓L

~

Fig. 25: Registered cover from ULANBATOR (11 Nov. 1927) to
LONDON, England (9 Dec. 1927). The sender was the Russian
postmaster, I. M. Chtabinsky, who forged the violet “POSTAGE”
overprints with his own handstamp and sent these covers through the
Ulanbator post office to several stamp dealers in China, the Soviet
Union, Western Europe and the USA.

Violet “POSTAGE” handstamp
Chtabinski forgery

Arrival c.d.s.
“LONDON” (9 Dec. 27)
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J\n

J\bllndar:
Postschllelllech I05

JL~'-L..La

Sample

l.tipzlg.

Fig. 26: So far the only known registered cover from LEIPZIG in
Saxony, Germany (14 Dec. 1926) via MOSCOW, USSR to HARBIN,
China (31 Dec. 1926) then via Tientsin (25 Jan. 1927) to ULANBATOR
(Jan 1927).
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Fig. 27: Postcard from ULANBATOR (11 May 1927) to MOSCOW, USSR
(25 May 1927).

Piece of a postcard with
dispatch datestamp from
“ULANBATOR” (28 Nov. 1927)
and arrival postmark from
“Leningrad”, USSR
(20 Dec. 1927).

Fig. 28: Registered AIR MAIL cover from ULANBATOR (15 Jan. 1930)
to LINKOPING, Sweden (31 Jan. 1930). One of the latest covers with a
double line handstamp “
Ш Я
Ч ” (air mail) and the
rectangular “ULANBATOR” registration handstamp which were used
only for a short period of time.
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Fig. 29: One of the very few registered first flight covers from
MOSCOW, USSR (10 Aug. 1928) via Verkhne-Udinsk, Buryat-Mongol.
ASSR, USSR to ULANBATOR, Mongolia (18 Aug. 1928).
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Fig. 30: Cover from ULANBATOR (14 May 1927) to MOSCOW, USSR
(18 May 1927). Usage of the “ULANBATOR” double-ring c.d.s. on the
first Mongolian postage stamps with the country name “MONGOLIA”
and the new currency “mung”.
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In contrast to the third series,
all elements of the ten stamps
of the fourth issue
( November
) were
surrounded by thin black lines.
The numbers of copies of the
highest values ( , and
Tugriks) were between ,
,
,
and ,
(Fig. ).

lfEff.3

TPOlfTIRQCABJI( - XAl''Sffll

a·

l(
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Sample

Dispatch mark
ULANBATOR
21.IV.1928

Fig. 31: Cover from ULANBATOR (21 April 1928) via Troitskosavsk,
Russia to HARBIN, China (8 May 1928).
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Arrival mark
HARBIN
8.5.28

Until
four additional
(fifth to eighth) issues with the
Soyombo state symbol differ in
designs, frames, handstamped
overprints and changed
declarations of value. Very
often there was an interrupted
perforation due to the old
printing machines in
Mongolia. The number of
copies was relatively low.
Forgeries of each set can be
found (Fig. ).
Since no official list of
Mongolian post offices exists
from this period, the only
indications of their activities
are the town postmarks on
commercially used covers.
The existence of smaller postal
agencies, of which so far no
covers have been discovered,
can only be proven through
relevant town postmarks on
single postage stamps.
The town postmarks used by
the Mongolian postal service
between
and
show
specific variants of two main
groups of the known types of
postmark: square datestamps
and double-ring datestamps.
At the beginning only square
datestamps were used by a
total of post offices: URGA,
ALTANBULAK,
KHANKENTEI ULA, KOBDO,
TARIATU, TSETSERLIG MANDAL, UDDE,
ULANGOM, ULIASUTAI and
VANGHURYE.
After the renaming of various
provincial towns in the second
half of the
s the doublering datestamps in different
colours were introduced by a
total of post offices:

Fig. 32: Red band cover from ULANBATOR (1 July 1930) to HARBIN,
China (17 July 1930).

Ulanbator, Altanbulak/AltanBulak, Baiantumin Han,
Bulgan Han, Hathil,
Jabholanto, Jargalanto,
Murin, Tariat, Ulankom,
Undur Han and Zizerlik. [ ]
Many of them are very rare on
postage stamps but even
harder to find on commercially
used covers.
The main postal route from
Ulanbator to China ran
towards the south directly to
Kalgan, Peking, Tientsin and
very seldom to Shanghai. In
cases of conflicts or other
obstacles it was necessary to
use a much longer detour via
Altanbulak-Verkhne-Udinsk
(today Ulan-Ude, Buryatia)
eastwards via Chita by the
Trans-Siberian Railway and

crossing the Soviet-Chinese
border along the Chinese
Eastern Railway via
Manchouli, China to Harbin
and further southwards by the
South Manchurian Railway via
Mukden (today Shenyang) and
continuing the Northern
Chinese Railway via Tientsin
to Peking or Kalgan. Also
letters from Kobdo or Uliasutai
(Western Mongolia) reached
China via Ulanbator, the
northern postal route or the
southern route via Sair Ussu or
Udde.
Foreign mail to the USSR,
European Countries and the
USA was dispatched via
Troitskosavsk and VerkhneUdinsk westwards by the
Trans-Siberian Railway via
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Although Vladivostok was
mentioned a few times as a
transit point it is not quite
clear if Mongolian covers were
really transported to China
directly or via Tsuruga, Japan
by ship (or along the sea
routes) to Shanghai, China.
In
the ninth issue
appeared. For the first time
pictorial postage stamps were
presented under the title “New
Mongolia”. They showed
different scenes of buildings,
landscapes and Mongolian
workers and soldiers,
including the portrait of the
Mongolian revolutionary
leader D. Sukhebator (
). The issuing of these
stamps was to demonstrate to
the public that the time of
provisionals and overprinted
handstamps was over. At the

same time these pictorial
stamps were aimed at
presenting the face of the “new
Mongolia” to the international
community. Up to now this
set of stamps is the only one
with a watermark (the “Greek
borer and rosettes”
watermark). Many colour
shades exist.
Postally used stamps are rarely
to be found. In the years
/ large quantities of
stamps with forged
“ALTAN-BULAK” postmarks
were put in circulation and are
offered even today.
There are also some covers
known from the mids
which show the new violet
double-ring datestamp
“ULAAN-BAATOR (UCOR)”
with a bar at the bottom of the
postmark (Fig. ). At that
time letters with high-value
tugrik stamps were rarely sent,
but in the
s – more than
years later – a number of

commercial covers with high
values ( , and tugriks)
surfaced.
Between
and the mids most of the covers were
sent to China ( %), to the
USSR ( %) and the
remainder to the USA and
Europe, including Germany.
During that time China and
Mongolia were for years
engaged in a postal war. China
did not recognise Mongolia as
an independent state until
. Therefore the Chinese
Postal Service did not
recognise the validity of
Mongolian postage stamps and
until
, with only a few

Sample

Irkutsk, Krasnoyarsk and
Omsk to Moscow as well as
various destinations in Europe
or the USA (Fig. ).

“ULANBATOR”
Dispatch datestamp

·11 ,Nii :<7S

•1
~

11\an)Culij
11\HO~

'ul~\.

~

“ULAAN-BAATOR”
Registration label

Fig. 33: So far the only registered cover with the complete set of 1932
Pictorials from ULANBATOR (16 Oct. 1935) to WITTGES, FULDA,
Germany (3 Nov. 1935).
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“FULDA”
Arrival mark

me-r,·-,: u c

E-r.r r.s - 1/n;.s
Mr. E".
SOI

/1,/.

To '"'

Cl ,,

W,8-r /1.J tit J"'f"

¥c:- y-,,k C.-1'-y
c/. .S. 4.
Fig. 34: Registered cover from ULANBATOR (22 Sept. 1939) to NEW YORK CITY, USA
(1939, 23 Oct. 1939). Mr E. M. Tolman was a famous stamp collector, specialising in
Mongolian postal history. Most probably he brought together the oldest and rarest Russian
“URGA” covers.

exceptions, arbitrarily imposed
additional fees for every
incoming letter from
Mongolia. These additional
fees were due at the first
Chinese transfer post office,
usually at KALGAN on the
Great Wall of China or at
MANCHOULI on the ChineseRussian border in north-west
Manchuria. There they were
tied by circular transit marks
and sometimes by arrival
marks at Harbin or Peking.
Regarding the Mongolian
postal rates for foreign mail
the well-known expert
W. C. Hellrigl has listed in his
“handbook” four rate periods:
[

]

.

- July
(“Interim”
period) Letters ( g) - c;
Registration Fee - c;

. August - December
:
Letters ( g) - c;
Registration Fee - c;
. January
:
Letters ( g) - c ( m)
Registration Fee - c
( m);

.

:
Letters ( g) - m
Registration Fee - m;
April
- May?
Airmail Supplement for
Letters - m.

There were limited postal
activities in
, the year of
the joint Soviet-Mongolian
victory over the th Kwangtung
Army of Japan during the
battle at Khalkhyn Gol. For
the Mongolian people it was
one of the most important
events in their XXth century
history.
Since
the Mongolian Post
Office has regularly issued
commemorative postage
stamps in order to appreciate
this historic milestone.
In the early
s there was
inflation of the Mongolian
currency (tugrik) and a lack of
postage stamps with low
values ( mung). The
government was forced to
react. Because of limited
resources it was not planned to
print additional low values of
the
set or even to issue

new stamps. The Soviet Union
had to concentrate all its
resources on defence against
the invasion by Hitler’s
Germany. It was necessary to
find a quick and cheap
solution. The Mongolian
postal authorities decided to
use remaining supplies of the
high (Tugrik) values. In
November
the tenth
issue, “provisionals” of four
original postage stamps ( , ,
and tugriks) came out
with six black and four violet
handstamps showing the new
mung values ( , , ,
and
[
]
mung).
But doubts
remain, especially when the
new handstamps were used on
low mung values ( m and
m). Unused stamps of this
issue are rare and difficult to
obtain. Used stamps are
mostly in poor condition; they
are damaged or have faulty
perforations. They were
postmarked by red or violet
“ULAAN-BAATOR (UCOR)”
cancellations (Fig. ). No
reliable information on the
numbers of copies used exists.
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THE TENTH ISSUE
1941
Stamps of the tenth issue with handstamped surcharges of the new face value
BLACK AND PURPLE INK

5m on 5t

10m on 10t

15t on 5m

10m on 50m

20m on 1t

30m on 3t

5m on 5t

1t on 2t

20m on 1t

30m on 3t

Fig. 35: (Courtesy N. F. Mandrovsky, Russia.)

Covers and picture postcards
with these postage stamps are
also very rare. During the
Second World War the
international correspondence
from and to Mongolia came
almost entirely to a standstill.
Only very few covers — all
received a military censorship
marking — arrived exclusively
in the former Soviet Union in
the limited time frame
between November
and

the end of
(Figs.
and
). During that time there
was no postal communication
with China.
The danger of forgeries is high.
In
unauthorised
unmounted mint “reprints”
(especially of the and
tugriks handstamped with low
values) entered the market.
There are no concrete facts on
the provenance of these illegal

postage stamps, only
speculations. In his famous
handbook on Mongolian
postal history W. Hellrigl
was the first who gave a
detailed account of these
difficult
provisionals.
[

]

Considering the fact that
these stamps are very rare
and unique, many questions
on the background of the
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THE TENTH ISSUE
1941

Fig. 36: Postcard sent on 30 June 1942 from Ulanbator to Moscow
(USSR). Received on 20 July 1942. The postcard is franked with a
1 tugrik stamp bearing the surcharge of the new face value of 20 mung.
(Courtesy N. F. Mandrovsky, Russia.)
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Fig. 37: Registered envelope sent on 12 April 1942 from Ulanbator to
Moscow (USSR). Received on 12 May 1942. The envelope is franked
with a 1 tugrik stamp bearing the surcharge of the new face value of 20
mung. (Courtesy N. F. Mandrovsky, Russia.)
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issue and its usage are
unanswered and remain
controversial; the
provisionals will continue to
belong to the “mysteries” of
Mongolian philately.
All those who are interested in
the early postal history of
Mongolia should study the
basic articles and books i.a. by
J. Negus (
), C. W. Chiu
(
/ ), S. D. Tchilinghirian
and W. S. E. Stephen (
),
T. Tchimid (
), S. M.
Blekhman (
), G. P.
Knowles (
), B. Wahlberg
(
), M. Mizuhara (
),
Radnabazar (
), R. Casey
(
/
), V. N. Ustinovsky
(
), A.N./S. E. Beckeman
(
/ ), W. C. Hellrigl
(
) and L. Ratner (
).
A large number of stamp
catalogues and philatelic
journals are available. The
“MONGOLIA” collections
known so far, i.a. by W. H.
Adgey-Edgar, R. Casey, A. N./
S. E. Beckman, R. Clever, A.
Cronin, Ch. Enkhbat, G.
Hellström, N. Jantsan, M.
Liphschutz, W. Mostertz,
N. F. Mandrovsky, M.
Mizuhara, U. Sereeter, T.
Shimizu, E. M. Tolman, V. N.
Ustinovsky, B. Wallberg and
Wei Gang are a solid basis for
further research.
The first comprehensive series
of articles on Mongolian
postage stamps and postal
history in German was
published in
.[ ]
Also, the “Mongolia”
collections of Dr Wilhelm
Grundmann and Stefan
Petriuk may be of interest
among collectors and others.

(Notes)
[1] I participated six times successfully at the exhibitions with
international participation in Germany “SÜDWEST 2016” at
Heidelberg (Grade 3 —17-19 June 2016) and “BenediktPhila'16” (Grade 2 – August 2017 at the Münsterschwarzach Abbey
(near Würzburg in Bavaria), “RHEIN-RUHR- POSTA 2017”,
Leverkusen (Grade 2 - 30 March-April 2017), “SÜDWEST 2017”,
Remseck, Neckar (Grade 2 - 21-23 April 2017). I received four Gold
medals. I participated at “OLDENBURG 2017”, Oldenburg (Grade
1 – 30 July 2017) and at the “Multilateral HERTOGPOST 2017”, ’sHertogenbosch, Netherlands (Grade 1, 25-27 August 2017) and on
both occasions I was awarded Large Gold (92 and 93 points).
[2] In November 2015 I published my first article in the BJRP (No.
105), the story about the journey of a unique Russian postal
stationery card of 1897 from the Russian post office at Kalgan,
China to Sweden. This article was also translated and published in
the Swedish journal “Nordisk Filateli” (March 2016) and in the
German philatelic journals “Deutsche Zeitschrift für Russische
Philatelie” (July 2016) and “Philatelie Berlin-Brandenburg,
No.1/2017”. Between January and April 2016 a four-part article
about the history of Mongolian stamps was published in the
German journal “Philatelie” (Jan.-April 2016).
[3] Alinge, C.: “Mongolische Gesetze. Darstellung des geschriebenen
mongolischen Rechts” (civil law, criminal law and the legal
process), Leipzig 1934, p. 120. ("The ruler is to establish
permanent postal connections so as to be more quickly informed
about all events in the Empire").
[4] Cleaves, F.W.: “The Secret History of the Mongols. For the First
Time Done into English out of the Original Tongue”. Vol.I, London
1982, p.227. In the German translation by W. Heissig it is stated
that Ögedei regarded it as his “second act” that he had “set up posts
for the rapid transit of our couriers and for the transport of my
important official documents”. (Heissig, W. “Die Geheime
Geschichte der Mongolen”, Düsseldorf-Cologne 1981, p.177).
[5] Latham, R.: “The Travels of Marco Polo”, London 1968, pp.125126. See also the German version “Marco Polo. Die Wunder der
Welt”. Il Milione, Frankfurt am Main & Leipzig 2003, pp.144-145.
[6] Rinchen, B.: “Pochta i Pochtovye Marki Mongolov, Mongol’skie
Novosti, No.20 (8 March 1958). English translation: “The Postal
Service Postage Stamps of the Mongols”. Journal of Chinese
Philately, Vol.7 (February 1960), p.84.
[7] Lupprian, K. E.: “Die Beziehungen der Päpste zu islamischen
und mongolischen Herrschern im 13.Jahrhundert anhand ihres
Briefwechsels” (“The relations between the Popes and Islamic and
Mongol rulers in the 13th century through their correspondence”).
Citta del Vaticano 1981, pp.46-82, 94-95, 182-189 and 265-266.
[8] Enkhbat Chuluundorj: “Urtoo horse relay mails”. “Asian
Philatelist” (2012), Beijing,Vol. 3, November 2012, pp.43-47;
Enkhbat Chuluundorj: Postal History of Mongolia. Evolution
from relay-horse mail system to independent postal service 18481937, Ulaanbaatar 2013,pp.13-25. See also: Tchimid, Tch.:
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“Development of Postal and Telecommunication Services of the People’s Republic of Mongolia and the
Postage Stamps”. Ulan Bator 1960.
[9] Hellrigl, W.C.: “The Postal History of Mongolia. 1841-1941”, London 2011, pp.21-25.
[10] Chilkhasuren, O.: “Brief information of relay postal services maintained by Mongolians”. Article
published in: Shimizu, T.: “Collecting Old Mongolian Postage Stamps”, Ulaanbaatar 2004, pp.30-33.
[11] Chuluungombo, G.: “Bugd Nairamdakh Mongol ard ulsyn shuudangiin mark 1924-1958” (“Postage
Stamps of the Mongolian People’s Republic 1924-1958”, Ulaanbaatar 1959, p.4.
[12] Ratner, L.G.: The Post of the Russian Empire in China and in Mongolia. Sankt Petersburg 2015, pp. 46; 11-12; 15-36; 47-50; 116-119; 203-208.
[13] Casey, R.: “Russian Post Offices in the Chinese Empire” (Part I). Grand Prix Collection, Feldman
Galleries, 20 April 2012, pp.82-87; (Part II), 12 December 2012, pp.104-109.
[14] Tchilinghirian, S.D. and Stephen, W.S.E.: Stamps of the Russian Empire Used Abroad. Abelour:
The British Society of Russian Philately. Part IV (1959), pp.299-327, Part.VI (1960), pp.567-569.
[15] Padget, P.I.: “The Postal Markings of China”, London 1978, pp.4-12 (“I-Chan”) and pp.13-16 (“MinChu”).
[15a] Wong, D.K.C.: “Saga of the Tihwa-Kobdo Mail Route” and Jiang Jian: “Kobdo Rescue Force Mail
1912-1914. Kobe-Altay Crisis”. Asian philatelist, Beijing (2016), Vol.7 (August 2016), pp.160-165 and
pp.166-179;
[16] Wei Gang: “Postal History of Mongolia 1755 -1921”, Beijing 2012, pp.19-23, 31-50 and “Morphing of
urtoo to modern post in Mongolia”. Asian Philatelist, Beijing (2012), Vol. 3, November 2012, pp.51-58.
Wei Gang: “Chinese posts in Mongolia”, Beijing (2014), Vol.5 (October 2014), pp.141-156.
[17] Blekhman, S.M.: “Postgeschichte und Briefmarken der Mongolischen Volksrepublik”. “Sovietskij
Kollektsioner” Vol.1 (1964), 56-87. (Russ.)
[18] Mongol Philatelists described in detail the meaning of the “Soyombo” symbol in a catalogue dedicated
to the 800th anniversary of the Mongol Empire and the 85th anniversary of modern postal
communication of Mongolia. Mongolian Stamp Catalogue, Ulaanbaatar 2004, p.8.
[19] Stanley Gibbons Stamp Catalogue. Part 10. Russia. 7th Edition, London 2014, p.721.
[20] The most comprehensive and systematic studies on the forgeries of the 1926 Provisionals were carried out
by Hellström, G.K.-E.: “The 1926 Provisional Issues of Outer Mongolia”. Sotheby’s Auction Catalogue,
London, 27 March 1981, pp.40-44; Orth, A.: “Die Überdruckmarken der Mongolei von 1926”. Russischsowjetische Philatelie, No.20 (1979), pp.31-39 and Hellrigl, W.C.: “The Postal History of Mongolia... ”,
pp.191 -209. See also: Golovkin,W.: “Gefälschte Überdrucke auf Marken Mongoliens”. Radio de
Filintern, Vol.4 (March 1928), p.27; Binetsky, G.N.: “Mongolia Forgeries. The Great Wall, Vol.5 (July/
October 1962), pp.28-31; Adgey-Edgar, W.H.: “The 1925 Overprinted Fiscals of Mongolia”. Journal of
Chinese Philatelie, Vol.16 (April 1969), pp.73-76.
[21] Mizuhara, M.: Huayou Jilin II / “Stamps and Postal History” (Illustrated collection in English), Tokyo
1983, pp.167-200. , Mizuhara, M.: The Exhibition Collections Mongolia, SPINK, Hong Kong, 23
January 2011, pp.126-165.
[22] Hellrigl, W.C.: “The Postal History of Mongolia ... ”, p. 326.
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The British Society of
Russian Philately (BSRP)
in conjunction with
David Feldman SA are in
the process of preparing
a series of books covering
many aspects of Russian
philately

BATUM UNDER
OCCUPATION the
years 1917-1921
by H G Grigoleit and
E Klempka is the first
in a series to be
produced by the
publishers, and has
been funded by the
kind sponsorship of
David Feldman SA.
140 pages covering
the postal history and
stamps of the
Occupation period
1917-21, this book is
an important update
of earlier works on this
subject, which were
produced in the precomputer days when
text, and in particular,
illustrations were
difficult to produce.
It contains numerous
illustrations, covers the
stamps issued during
the occupation period,
and the postal history
of both civilian and
military mail.

BATUM UNDER OCCUPATION
the years 1917-1921
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Hans G. Grigoleit & Edward Klempka

BRITISH SOCIETY OF RUSSIAN PHILATELY

Members of the
British Society of
Russian Philately
will receive a
complimentary copy
Members of
ROSSICA and The
German Society of
Russian Philatelists
will be offered
complementary
copies on request

Additional copies of the
book will be available
from the secretary of
BSRP at £35 plus p&p.

Future titles under
consideration will cover the
published notes and works
of Dr Raymond Casey, the
Russian Civil War, Georgia,
Armenia and Azerbaijan.
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Obituaries: Dr R. J. Ceresa, Reg Hindley and Terry A. Morris

In 1983 he published the first
slim volume of what was to
become a monumental,
encyclopaedic series of
handbooks under the overarching title The Postage
Stamps of Russia 1917-23.
Even in those pre-computer
days, he prepared all the
typewritten and illustrated
copy himself and handled the
distribution of the printed
handbooks. When the
handbook series was
completed in the 1990s it
extended to forty separate
publications and it represents
Ray’s major philatelic
achievement.
Dr R J Ceresa 1929-2017
by Trevor Pateman.
I first visited Ray Ceresa at his
home in the early 1990s and
was made very welcome by
Ray and his wife June. He had
encountered me as a new
stamp dealer who also
attended meetings of the
British Society of Russian
Philately. He wanted to sell
his Armenia collection since he
had completed his handbooks
on Armenian philately of the
1917-23 period and planned to
use the proceeds to fund
purchases of material needed
to provide a research basis for
further volumes in the
handbook series. I bought the
Armenian stamps and a
prominent Moscow-based
collector bought the covers.
What I did not realise – I was
new to all this — was just how

good the material was. Ray
Ceresa had bought
Tchilinghirian’s collection
when it came up for auction —
he was proud of the fact that
he had outbid Mikulski — and
he had combined it with
material he had bought from
Maison Romeko on his visits
to Paris. He talked to me
about his encounters with
Serge Rockling, the Ro of
Romeko.
Ray began to collect stamps as
an evacuated child in the
Second World War and even
then began to take a special
interest in Russian material,
specifically the AvalovBermondt Western Army
Eagle stamps. He continued to
collect those until the end of
his life and was always asking
me to reserve any I came
across.

Looking for new areas to
satisfy his lifelong philatelic
curiosity, he turned to making
collections of fiscal material
from the 1917-23 period. Ray
also launched himself into a
series of Pocket Forgery
Guides.
Ray Ceresa was active in the
British Society of Russian
Philately and exhibited widely
both in the UK and the USA.
He never retained any of his
collections or accumulations,
except the Western Army
Eagles and his Forgery
collections. He distrusted
auctions since early on a major
auction house had completely
lost a large consignment which
he had sent them. In
consequence of his habit of
selling on material, there is no
significant Dr R. J. Ceresa
collection which will come to
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auction. In recent years, he
gifted his extensive forgery
reference collections to the
Royal Philatelic Society
London.
Dr Raymond J. Ceresa’s
professional work as an
industrial chemist had taken
him to an academic post in
Algeria in the 1970s. Both he
and his wife June, had an
international way of thinking,
reinforced by their active
Christianity and involvement
in aid and missionary projects.
They travelled frequently to
the USA where one of their
two daughters still lives.
He fought back imaginatively
and successfully against a
health problem which
threatened his mobility but
became seriously ill at the end
of 2016 and died on 10 June
2017. He is survived by his
wife of over sixty years, June
Ceresa, and by his children
Andrew, Dianne and Penny.
His handbooks will provide a
significant point of reference
to collectors for many years to
come.
Terry Morris
In September 2017 the BSRP
were notified by Dr M. Morris
of the passing of Terry A.
Morris of Hendon, London.
Terry became a member of the
BSRP in 1976 and was an
enthusiastic supporter of the
BSRP website.

Reg Hindley 1929-2017
Reg Hindley passed away
peacefully on 10 June 2017 at
Airedale Hospital.
Reg aged 88 years, of
Oxenhope, was the beloved
husband of Margaret for 62
years, father of Guy, Miles,
Rachel and Clare and
grandfather of Liam and
Niamh, Jennifer, Oliver, Hugo
and Elizabeth and Matthias,
Antonia, Benedict and Joe.
Reg Hindley, who was a retired
geography lecturer, was born
in Eccles, Lancashire. He had
lived in Oxenhope since 1964
and had been a long-serving
former member of Oxenhope
Parish Council.

walking guide called
“Exploring Oxenhope: Where
to go and what to see”, and an
earlier more historically
focused book – “Oxenhope:
The Making of a Pennine
Community”.
He also had a keen interest in
languages. He wrote a book
entitled “The decline of the
Irish language, a qualified
obituary” in 1990.
A member of the BSRP since
1975, Reg was also a member
of Rossica. He had been a
member of Keighley Philatelic
Society, until the group folded
in 2013.

Tributes were paid to Reg
Hindley at the monthly
meeting of Oxenhope Parish
Council.
Among his written works were
books about his adopted
village, including an illustrated
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. CHERRYSTONE .
PHILATELIC AUCTIONEERS

The world's premier destination for important
Russian philatelic material
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